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ABSTRACT
The algebraic and geometric structure of certain classes of nonlinear
stochastic systems is exploited in order to obtain useful stability
and estimation results. First, the class of bilinear stochastic
systems (or linear systems with multiplicative noise) is discussed.
The stochastic stability of bilinear systems driven by colored noise
is considered; in the case that the system evolves on a solvable Lie
group, necessary and sufficient conditions for stochastic stability
are derived. Approximate methods for obtaining sufficient conditions
for the stochastic stability of bilinear systems evolving on general
Lie groups are also discussed.
The study of estimation problems involving bilinear systcros is
motivated by several practical applications involving rotational
processes in three dimensions. Two classes of estimation problems
are considered. First it is proved that, for systems described by
certain types of Volterra series expansions or by certain bilinear
equations evolving on nilpotent or solvable Lie groups, the optimal
conditional mean estimator consists of a finite dimensional nonlinear
set of equations. Finally, the theory of harmonic analysis is used
to derive suboptimal estimators for bilinear systems driven by white
noise which evolve on compact Lie groups or homogeneous spaces.
THESIS SUPERVISOR: Alan S. Willsky
TITLE: Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
The problems of stability analysis and state estimation (or filtering)
for nonlinear stochastic systems have been the subject of a great deal of
research over the past several years. Optimal estimators have been de-
rived for very general classes of nonlinear systems [Fl], [K2]. However, 	 r'
the optimal estimator requires, in general, an infinite dimensional
computation to generate the conditional mean of the system state given
the past observations. This computation involves either the solution of
a stochastic partial differential equation for the conditional density
F
or an infinite dimensional system of coupled ordinary stochastic dif-
ferential equations for the conditional moments. Thus, approximations
must be made for practical implementation.
The class of linear stochastic systems with linear observations and
white Gaussian plant and observation. noises has a particularly appealing
structure, because the optimal state estimator consists of a finite
i
dimensional linear system (the Kalman-Bucy filter [Kl]), which is easily
implemented in real time with the aid of a digital computer. Many types
of finite dimensional suboptimal estirators for general nonlinear systems
have been proposed [W16], [•T1], [L1], [Nl], [S3], [S71. These are
}	 primarily based upon linearization and vector space approximations, and
their: performance can be quite sensitive to the particular system tinder
consideration. An alternative, but relatively untested, type of sub-
optimal estimator is based on the use of cumulants [W12], [Nl].
F1
4	 -9-
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The above considerations lead us to ask two basic questions in the
search for implementable finite dimensional estimators for nonlinear
stochastic systems:
1) If our objective is to design a suboptimal estimator for a
particular class of nonlinear systems, is it possible to utilize
the inherent structure of that class of systems in order to
design a high-performance estimator?
2) Do there exist subclasses of nonlinear systems whose inherent
structure leads to finite dimensional optimal estimators (just
as the structure of linear systems does in that case)?
Affirmative answers to these questions can lead not only ti com-
putationally feasible estimators, but also to valuable theoretical insight
into the underlying structure of estimation for general nonlinear systems.
There is, in fact, a class of nonlinear systems which possesses a
great deal of structure--the class of bilinear systems. Several re-
searchers (see Chapter 2) have developed analytical techniques for such
systems that are as detailed and powerful as those for linear systems.
Moreover, the mathematical tools which are useful in bilinear system
analysis include not only the vector space techniques that are so
valuable in linear system theory, but also many techniques from the
theories of Lie groups and differential geometry. In addition, the
recent work of Brackett, Krener, Hirschorn, Sedwick, and Lo (see Chapter
2) has extended many of these analytical techniques to more geaeral non--
linear systems. Thus, as emphasized previously by Brockett [BI], [B3] and
Willsky [W2], it is often advantageous to view the dynamical system of
Y
^s
Y
^ c
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interest in the most natural setting induced by is structure, rather
than to force it into the vector space framework.
In this thesis we will ^ 4opt a similar point of view with regard to
stochastic nonlinear systems. We are motivated by the recent work of
Willsky [W2]-[W6] and Lo [L21 -I1,51, who have successfully applied similar
techniques to some stochastic systems evolving on Lie groups. We will
investigate the answers to the two basic questions of optimal and sub-
optimal estimation posed above through the study of stochastic bilinear
systems and stochastic systems described by certain types of Volterra
series expansions. Our basic tools are the concepts from the theories
a
of Lie groups and Lie algebras and the Volterra series approach of
Brockett [B251 and Isidori and Ruberti [I1], which are so important in
the deterministic case. In addition, we rely heavily on many results
from the theories of random processes and stochastic differential
equations.
In addition to state estimation, stability of stochastic bilinear
systems is a problem which has been studied by many researchers in recent
years (see Chapter 3). Using many of the same Lie--theoretic concepts, we
will also study the stability of bilinear systems driven by colored noise.
1.2 Problem Descriptions
This research is concerned with the problems of estimation and
stochastic stability. We first discuss a general nonlinear estimation
(or filtering) problem [F11, [311, [K2]. We are given a model in which
the state evolves according to the vector Ito stochastic differential
equation
_11-
ai
E
I
I
and the observed process is the solution of the vector Ito equation
dz(t) = h(x(t),t)dt + R1/2 (t)dv(t)	 (1.2)
Here x (t) is an n-vector, z(t) is a p-vector, R1/2 is the unique positive i;
definite square root of the positive definite matrix R [B13], and v and
w are independent Brownian motion (Wiener) processes such that
min (t, s)
E[w(t)w' (s)] =	 Q(-r)cir	 (1.3)
0
E[v(t)v'(s)] = min(t,$)	 I	 (1.4)
We will refer to w as a Wiener process with strength Q(t).
The filtering problem is to compute an estimate of the state x(t)
given the observations zt = {z (s), 0 < s < t } . The optimal estimate with
respect to a wide variety of criteria [Jl], including the minimum -variance
(least-squares) criterion
3 = E[(x(t)-(t))(x {t}-x(t))'^zt]	 (1.5)
is the conditional mean
'. 
v
X(tjt)	 Et 1x(01 Q E[x(t)jz t ]	 (1.6)	
i
Henceforth we will freely interchange the three notations of (1.6) for
the conditional expectation, given the CF- -field a (z(s), 0 < s < t} generated
i
by the observation process up to time t. As we will see in Chapter 4, it
is also useful in certain cases to use a "normalized version" of the con-
ditional mean.	 3E
it is well-known [Fl], [J1], [K2] that the conditional mean satisfies
the Ito equation
dx(t]t) = Et[f(x(t),t)]dt
+{E t[x(t)h'(x(t),t)]- x(tlt) Et[h'(x(t),t)]}R71(t)dv(t)
(1.7)
where the innovations process v is defined by
dv(t) = dz(t) - Et [h(x(t),t)]dt	 (1.8)
However, equation (1.7) cannot be implemented in practice, since it is
not a recursive equation for x(tlt). In fact, the right-hand side of (1.7)
involves conditional expectations that require in general the entire con-
ditional density of x(t) for their evaluation. Thus the differential
equation for the conditional mean x(tlt) depends in general on all the
other moments of the conditional distribution, so in order to compute
x(tit) we would have to solve the infinite set of equations satisfied by
the conditional moments of x(t).
If f, G, and h are linear functions of x(t) and x(0) is a Gaussian
random variable independent of v and w, then x(tlt) can be computed with
the finite dimensional Kalman-Bucy filter [Kl], consisting of (1.7) (which
is linear in this case) and a Riccati equation for the conditional co-
variance P(t) (which is nonrandom and can be pre-computed off-line).
Recently, Lo and Willsky [L2] have shown that the filter which computes
x(tit) is finite dimensional in the case that (1.1) consists of a bilinear
E
	system on an abelian Lie group driven by a colored noise process, and 	
E
E
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(1.2) is a linear observation of E(t) (see Chapter 2); also, Willsky
[W4] extended this result to a slightly larger class of systems. In
this thesis, we will extend these results to a much larger class of
systems, described by bilinear equations evolving on solvable and nil-
potent Lie groups or by certain types of Volterra series expansions.
In the case that the optimal estimator for X(tlt) is inherently
infinite dimensional, one must design suboptimal estimators for practical
implementation on a digital computer. As mentioned in Section 1.1, many
researchers have developed suboptimal estimators based upon linearization
and vector space methods. However, motivated by the successful application
of Fourier analysis in the design of nonlinear filters (see Willsky [W6]
and Bucy, et al. [B91), the work of Ito [13], Grenander [G4], McKean [M7],
[M8], Yosida [Y1]-[Y3], and others on random processes on Lie groups, and
the successful application of Lie-theoretic ideas to deterministic systems,
we are led to investigate the use of harmonic analysis on Lie groups in
^; nonlinear estimator design. The basic idea is to exploit the Lie group
i
e structure of certain classes of systems in order to design high-performance 	 3
c
suboptimal estimators for these systems.
As with estimation, the problem of the stability of stochastic systems
has received much attention, and general methods (including Lyapunov
methods) have been developed. Our approach to stochastic stability will
be similar to our approach to estimation: we will investigate classes of
systems (bilinear systems) for which we can use Lie-theoretic concepts
in order to derive stability criteria.
—14—
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1.3 Synopsis
We now present a brief summary of the thesis. In Chapter 2 we review
some of the important results for deterministic bilinear systems, and we
discuss stochastic bilinear systems in more detail. Chapter 3 is concerned
with stochastic stability of bilinear systems, primarily those driven by
colored noise. Exact stability criteria are presented for bilinear systems
evolving on solvable Lie groups, and approximate techniques for other
cases are discussed. In Chapter 4 we present some stochastic bilinear
models which relate to the problem of the estimation of rotational processes
in three dimensions; these models serve as one motivation for the estimation
techniques discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. In Chapter 5 we consider classes
of systems for which the optimal conditional mean estimator consists of a
finite dimensional nonlinear system of stochastic differential equations
(the major results are proved in Appendix D). We also discuss a class of
ti
suboptimal estimators which are motivated by these results. In Chapter 6
we investigate the use of harmonic analysis techniques in the design of
suboptimal filters for bilinear systems evolving on compact Lie groups
and homogeneous spaces.
In Chapter 7 we summarize the results contained in this thesis and
suggest some possible research directions which are motivated by this i
research. In addition, four appendices are included to supplement the
discussions presented in the thesis. Appendix A contains a summary of
the Yelevaut results from algebra and differential geometry. In Appendix
B we review the theory of harmonic analysis on compact Lie groups, which
is used primarily in Chapter 6. Appendix C contains a proof of a version
of Fubini`s theorem which is used in Chapter 5 and Appendix D. finally,
Appendix D contains the proofs of the major results in Chapter 5.
-15-
2.1 Deterministic Bilinear Systems
The basic deterministic bilinear equation studied in the Literature
11
[B1]--[B5 ],[Dl], [Nl],[ll], IJ3],[M51,IM6],[S6],	 is
r
t X(t) A	 +	 u, (t) A. x(t)	 (2.1)
o	 i	 z
i=1 ^
where the Ai are given nxn matrices, the u
	
are scalar inputs, and x is
either an n--vector or an nxn matrix. 	 As discussed in [BL], the additive
' control model
N
x(t) = B	 +	 u,(t) B, x(t) + Cu(t)	 (2.2)
o
iWi a
A (here u is the vector of the u i} can be reduced to the form (2.1) by
state augmentation.	 As the many examples in the above references
illustrate, bilinear system models occur quite naturally in the con-
64
sideration of a variety of physical phenomena.	 -
The analysis of bilinear systems requires some concepts from the
theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras. 	 The relevant results are summarized
in Appendix A.
Associated with the bilinear system (2.1) are three Lie algebras: JJ
_ {Ao,...,AN}IA
_ {A1,...,AN}	 (2.3)LA
o
o d
. Notice that V C
	
C9?; in fact, 
o 
is the ideal in —W generated by
o
{A1 , ... ,AN}.	 We also define the corresponding connected Lie groups
-16-
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f'
G = (expR} G Go = {exp boo }G B = fexp-T}
G
	(2.4)
Then B C G 0 C G, and Go is a normal subgroup of G [J3],[Sl].
The relevance of these Lie groups and Lie algebras to the analysis
.M
of (2.1) is illuminated by first considering the case in which x is an
nxn matrix. It can easily be shown [J3] that if x(t o) a G, then x(t) E G 	 f'-
for all t < t
	
In other words, the bilinear system evolves on the Lie
o.
group G. if x is an n-vector, then the solution to (2.1) is given by
x(t) = X(t)x(0)	 (2.5)
where the transition matrix X(t) satisfies
N
kt) = A +	 u.(t) A X(t); X(0) = I	 (2.6)	 -0	 2	 i
^	 i=1
I
i.e., X(t) evolves on G. Thus the evolution of x(t) is governed by the
^v
action [Wll] of the Lie group G on x(0), as defined in (2.5)--(2.6). In
	
addition, the Lie algebras defined above are intimately related to the 	 F
controllability of (2.1), as described in [B1],[Hl],[J3].
One important aspect of the research done so far by other researchers 	 3
deals with the relationship between bilinear systems and more general
nonlinear systems. Consider the nonlinear system
N
X(t) = ao (x(t)) +	 ai(x(t)} ui (t) ^ x(0) = xo	 (2.7)
i=1
y (t) = c (x ( t ))	 (2.8)
where c and a i , i=0,1,...,N are analytic functions of x in some neighbor-
hood of the free response. Such systems are called linear-analytic.
E
	Brockett [B25] shows that, under very general conditions, the output of	 `;<
a linear-analytic system has a Volterra series expansion (this will be
-17-
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discussed in more detail in Chapter S). Isidori and Ruberti [I1] have
derived conditions on the Volterra kernels under which the Volterra series
is realizable with a finite dimensional bilinear system.
Krener [K5]-[K4], Hirschorn [Hl],[H2], and Sedwick [S11], [S12] have
developed an alternative approach ., which we will refer to as the "bi-
linearization" of nonlinear systems. We require some preliminary
definitions [W11] in order to describe this approach.
Definition 2.1: Let M be a differentiable manifold, Mx the tangent
space to M at x C M, and T(M) = U	 Mx the tangent bundle of M. A
X e M	 CO
smooth (analytic) vector field on an open set U in M is a C (analytic)
map f: U -> T(M) such that 'To f = identity map on U, where Tr is the
projection from T(M) onto M. A smooth curve ^x (t) in M is the integral
0
curve of f through x  if it is the solution of the differential equation
;c(t) = f(x(t)), x(0) = xo. If for every x  a M, ^x (t) exists for all
0
t e R,then f is complete. In this case, if we define ft(xo) = ^x (t),
0
the collection {ft , t e R} of snaps from M to M is called the 1-parameter
group of f. Each t is an element of diff(M), the group of diffeomorphisms
from M to M.
Consider the nonlinear system (2.7) where x e M and ao , ... ,aN are
analytic vector fields. We define the Lie bracket of two vector fields
to be the vector field
[ ai , a  ] (x) = ai (x) aj	 aj (x) a 
If M = Rn we identify Mx with Rn for all x e Rn and
aa.	 Da.
[ai , a.3  (x) = ax--I (x) aj (x) - ax (x) ai (x)
-18-
where (Da j /ax)(x) is the Jacobian matrix of the map a j : Rn -} 0. The
Lie algebra generated by ao ,...,aN under this Lie bracket is denoted by
0 = {ao , al,...,aN}LA
Krener [K7] shows that if 2 is finite dimensional and certain other
technical conditions are satisfied, then there exists an equivalent
bilinear system which preserves the solutions of (2.7) locally (i.e.,
for small t) . He also shows that, even if 2 is infinite dimensional,
c
then (2.7) can be approximated by a bilinear system, with the error
between the solutions growing proportionately to an arbitrary power of t.
Hirschorn [H1], [H2], employing an important result of Palais [P3],
proves a FIobal bilinearization result. Given the system (2.7), where
x E M and ao ,...,aN are analytic vector fields, we define
N
D {ao +	 aiai, ai c R} and consider the subset of diff(M)i=1
G(D) _ {ft o ft o ... o ft 	 f^" E D, ti E R, k=1,2,...}
1	 2	 k
-.a
(2.9)
where ft is the l-parameter group of f^. Notice that ^'={D} LA
 = {ao,...,aN}LA'
Palais shows that if 9'is finite dimensional, then G(D) can be given the
structure of a connected Lie group G with Lie algebra 9,7(G) isomorphic to
9. If, in addition, G is isomorphic to a matrix Lie group, then there
exists a bilinear system of the form (2.6) such that the solution x(t)
of (2.7) is given by
x(t) = X(t) (x(0))	 (2.10)
where X(t) E G.
-19-
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The action of X(t) on x(0) in (2.10) need not be via matrix-vector
I
.^	
7
r
x
't:
multiplication; in general, this action can be highly nonlinear. However,
if M and G are compact, another result of Palais [PS] shows that there
exists a finite dimensional orthogonal representation D of G (see Appendix 	 '*
B) on the space Rm (for some m) and an imbedding: M } Ftm (see [Wll],
p. 22) such that
q)(X(t)(x(0)))= D(X(t))t (x(0))
	
(2.11)
a
where the action on the right-hand side of (2.11) is given by matrix--
vector multiplication. In this case, (2.7) can be solved by solving the
bilinear system (2.6) for the orthogonal matrix D(X(t)), performing the
multiplication in (2.11), and recovering X(t)x(0) via the 1-1 mapping t^.
The basic idea here is to "lift" the problem onto a Lie transformation
r
group acting on M which evolves according to a bilinear system (see [HI],
[P3], [P4]; this is also related to the recent work of Krener [K113).	 r
These techniques reveal the generality of deterministic bilinear models.
2.2 Stochastic Bili near Systems
Stochastic bilinear systems are described by equations such as (2.1),
5
Y
in which the ui are stochastic processes. Such systems have been con-
sidered by many authors [ B31- fB7],[C5],[E2],[E3],[I3],[J2],[K3]-[K5],
99
fL2-L5],[M8],[M14],[S4],[S5],[Wl] -fW7]. In considering stochastic
versions of (2.1), one must be careful to use the appropriate stochastic
calculus. For instance, if u(t) is a vector zero-mean white noise with
E[u(t)u' (s) ] = Q(t) 6 (t-s)
then the Ito stochastic differential analogue of (2.1) is
N	 iF
dx(t)- {[A + ?	 Q (t) AiA.]dt +	 Aidwi(t)} x(t)o	 i3	 3
i,j=1
	
i=1
(2.12)
where Qii is the (i,j)th element of R and w is the integral of u; i.e.,
w is a Brownian motion (Wiener) process with strength Q(t) such that
fMi
n(t,$)
E[w(t)w'(s)] = 	 Q(ti)dT	 (2.13)
o	 ,n.r
Equation (2.12) can be derived in two ways: first, if x is an nxn
matrix, (2.12) can be viewed as a generalization of McKean's injection
of a Brownian motion into a matrix Lie group [M7],[Wl],[L4]. Equation
(2,12) can also be obtained Lrom (2.1) by adding the appropriate Wong-
Zakai correction term [W9],[Wl0], which in this case is
NZ	 Q  (t)AiA. x(t)dt	 (2.14)
j	 3
The addition of this correction ter ,z, which transforms the Stratonovich
e
equation into the corresponding Ito equation, ensures that (in the case
,a
that x is an nxn matrix) x(t) will evolve on G = {exp 2} G in the mean-
square sense and almost surely [L4],[L8],[M7].
Associated with the Ito equation (2.12) is a sequence of equations
for the moments of the state x(t), first derived by Brackett [B3],[B4].
We will assume first that x is an n-vector satisfying (2.12). Recall
that the number of linearly independent homogeneous polynomials of
degree p in n variables (i.e., f(cxl,...,cxn) = cpf(xl,...,xt)} is given
by
n+p--1
N(n,p) (n+p-1)i	 (2.15)-	 (n-1) p
P
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We choose a basis for this N (n,p) - dimensional space of homogeneous
polynomials in (x^,...,xn) consisting of the elements
P	 P - p i	p - pi- ... -pn-1
P1 	 P2	 p
n
x1	 x2 .. . xn n ^	 Pi = Pa P i ? 0
P1	P2	 Pn=1
(2.16)
If we denote the vector consisting of these elements (ordered lexico-
graphically) by x [p] , then x [P] is a symmetric tensor of degree p [H5],
and
- 
._ixI lP = IIx[P ]iI
	
(2.17)	 a
s3
a
	
	 where IIx[I = V;7x. It is clear that if x satisfies the linear dif-
ferential equation
X(t) = Ax(t)	 (2.18)
rthen x [p] satisfies a linear differential equation
CP](t)	 A ] x [P] (t)	 (2.19)
LA
The matrix A	 can be easily computed from A (see Blankenship [B26]),
[P]
and in fact is a linear function of A (so that (aA+B) [p] = aA[p]+B[p]).
For an interpretation of A
P
 as an infinitesimal linear operator on
symmetric tensors of degree p, see [B3],[G6]; A [p] is also related to the
concept of Kronecker sum matrices [B13]. We note only that the eigenvalues
of A[p] are all possible sums of p (not necessarily distinct) eigenvalues
of A.
d
Brockett has shown that if x satisfies (2.12), then x [p] satisfies
the Ito equation
a
-22-
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dx[P](t) = {A
	
+ 1 Z
	
Q..A	 A.	 }x[P](t)dt +	 Ai	 x[P] (t)dw (t)
o[P]	 2 i1j=1 i^ i [P] 3 [P]	 i=l	 IP]	 i
(2.20)
Taking expected values, we get the linear p th moment equation
N
d E[x [P] (t)] = {A 	+	 A	 A.	 } E [x [P ] (t) ]	 (2.21)dt	
o[P]	 2 i,j=1 1 [P] 3[p]
	
r .
Moment equations can also be derived for the case of an nxn matrix X
satisfying (2.12). We denote by A [p] the matrix which verifies
y = Ax ^sy[P] = A [P] x[P]	 (2.22)
Some properties of the matrix A [p] are given in [B3]. A [p] can be
interpreted as a linear operator on symmetric tensors of degree p [B3],
[G6], and is known as the symmetrized Kronecker pth power of A [M16]. In
	
fact, A [p] is the infinitesimal version of A[p]. 	 -°
If X satisfies (2.12), it is easy to shots that X [p] also satisfies
b
(2.20) and (2.21). The analysis of the moment equations for x and X is
i
useful in studies of both estimation and stochastic stability for the
bilinear equation (2.12), because the infinite sequence of moments contains
precisely the same information as the probability distribution of x or X
(if the moments are bounded and the series of moments converges absolutely
[P4, p. 157]).
Another case of considerable importance arises if u in (2.1) is a
colored noise generated by a finite dimensional linear stochastic
differential equation
d	 (t) = F(t)	 (t) dt + G(t) dw(t) + a(t) dt	 (2.23)
u(t) = H(t)	 (t)
	
(2.24)
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where a, F, G, and H are Known and w is a standard Wiener process (i.e.,
a Wiener process with strength I). In this case, there is no correction
term added to (2.1), because u is "smoother" than white noise. As in the
deterministic case, x evolves on the Lie group G. Notice that x by itself
is not a Markov process, but the augmented process y = (x,Q is. The
equation for y is then described by (2.1), (2.23), (2.24); it obviously
involves ,Aroducts of the state variables x and ^. Thus it do es not
satisfy the Lipschitz and growth conditions usually assumed in proving
the existence and uniqueness of solutions to Ito stochastic differential
equations [31],[W8]. However, Martin [Ml] has proved the existence and
uniqueness (in the mean-square sense) of solutions to (2.1) driven by a
scalar colored noise; the extension to the vector case is straightforward.
In Chapters 4-6, we will consider the estimation of processes
described by stochastic bilinear equations of the types just discussed.
We now briefly describe the types of measurement processes that will be
considered.
One very important measurement process consists of linear measure-
ments corrupted by additive noise
dz(t) = L(x(t), ^(0) dt + dv(t)	 (2,25)
where L is a linear operator (recall x is either an n--vector or an nxn
matrix and ^ is a vector) and v is a Wiener process. The important
implications of linear measurements for bilinear systems will be discussed
at length in Chapters 5 and 6. In addition, the bilinear system-linear 	 ;..
observation model of (2.12), (2.25) is general enough to include a model
3
3
with the bilinear system (2.12) and observations 	 t
—24—	
s
dy(t) = ^ L WO, x(t),...,x(t))dt + Rl/2 (t) dv(t)	 (2.26)
p=1 p
where L  is a p-linear map. In this case, we can (following Brockett [B2]
in the deterministic case) define the augmented state vector
^	 r
x = (x r , x121 ,...,x q ] )r (2.27)
which will again satisfy a bilinear equation (see (2 . 20)). However, the
observation equation is now linear in the state K.
A second observation model is the "multiplicative noise case"
Z(t) = X(t) V M
	
(2.28)
in which Z, X, and V are all nxn matrices. Examples of physical systems
which can be modeled as bilinear systems with observations described by
(2.25) or (2.28) will be discussed in Chapter 4. However, the development
of estimation techniques in Chapters 5 and 6 will be limited to the linear
observation processes (and their ;eneralizitions, as discussed above). In
Chapter 5, we will derive finite dimensional estimators for certain classes
of bilinear systems driven by colored noise.
As an example of the type of estimation problem we will consider in
Chapter 6, suppose the n--vector x satisfies the stochastic bilinear
equation (2.12) with Q(t) = I, and the linear observations are of the
form
dz(t) = H(t)x(t)dt + dv(t)	 (2.29)
where v is a Wiener process of strength R(t). 'Then the nonlinear
filtering equation (1.7) and the moment equation (2.20) yield
-25--
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CHAPTER 3
STABILITY OF STOCHASTIC BILINEAR SYSTEMS
3.1	 Introduction
j The stability of stochastic bilinear systems has been investigated
recently by Brockett [B3],
	 [B41, Willems [W211-[W23], Blankenship [B6],
[B71,	 [B26], and Martin [Mll (Martin's thesis also contains a good
`I summary of previous work on this subject). 	 Many definitions of stochastic
stability are used by these authors, but we will consider only the
following definition for bilinear systems with white noise (equation
(2.12)) or colored noise (equation (2.1)), in which x is an n-vector.
Definition 3.1: A vector random process x is pth order stable if
E[x [p1 (t)1 is bounded for all t, and x is rith order asymptotically
stable if -
' lim	 E [ x[p1 (t )1 = 0	 (3.1)
t-).. 	 ca
The bilinear systems (2.1) and (2.12) are p th order (asymptotically)
stable if the solution x is p th order (asymptotically) stable for all
initial conditions x(0) independent of the u i (in (2.1)) or the vi
(in (2.12)) and such that E[x [p] (0)] < ^.
We first consider the white noise case (2.12). 	 Since the pth
moment equation (2.21) is linear, the usual stability results for linear
systems [B8],	 [C21 immediately yield the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1: The system (2.12) with R(t) = I is p th order
asymptotically stable if and only if the matrix
-27-
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j	 N
	
s	 np = A0	 f- 2
	
(A
	 2
	 (3.2)
[P]	 i=^	 [P]
	1	 has all its eigenvalues in the left half plane (Re A < 0). The system is
Pth order stable if all the eigenvalues of D have negative or zero real
	
1	
P
parts, and if A is an eigenvalue with Re(A) = 0, then A is a simple zero
of the minimal polynomial of D .
'	 P
The explicit computation of the eigenvalues of D  in terms of
Ao ,
 
All .... AN is an unsolved problem in the general case. However,
Brockett [B4] has shown that if Ao , Al ,...,AN are all skew-symmetric
and (2.1) is controllable on the sphere Sn^1 , then the solution of
(2.12) is such that all moments approach the moments associated witli
the uniform distribution on S n-1 as t approaches infinity. He has also
Shown [B3] that in the scalar case (n = N = 1) it is not possible for
0.12) to be p th order stable for all p (assuming that Al 0).
	
p	 Willems EW22 1 has derived explicit necessary and sufficient conditions
in terms of the eigenvalues of Ao , Al ,...,AN for the pth order asymptotic
stability of (2.12) in the case that 2' = {Ao,AI,...,AN}
	
	 is solvable (seeLA
Section A.3). However, this has not been accomplished in the general
case (or, for example, if 9 is semisimple).
In the next section, we present a procedure for obtaining necessary
and sufficient conditions for pth order (asymptotic) stability of the
s
	
	 system (2.1) driven by colored noise, for the special case in which 9
is solvable. In Section 3.3 we discuss some approximate techniques
for deriving sufficient conditions for stability in the case that 2
is not solvable.
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3.2 Bilinear Systems with Colored Noise---The Solvable Case
In this section we analyze the stability of the bilinear system
(2.1) driven by a colored noise process u. Assume that x is an n-vector
and u is a Gaussian random process independent of x(0) with
E[u(t) ] = m(t)	 (3.3)
E[ (u(t)-m(t)) (u(s)-m(s))' ] = P(t,$) 	 (3.4)	 r
The purpose of this section is to show that necessary and sufficient 	 ".
r
conditions for p th order (asymptotic) stability can be derived if
{Ao , A1,...,AN}LA is solvable. We first outline one general procedure
for determining these conditions, and then present several examples to
illustrate the method.
As noted in Chapter 2, we can write the solution to (2.1) in terms
of the transition matrix X via (2.5)-(2.6). If	 is solvable, we can
derive a closed-form expression for X in terms of u. The first work on
s
the derivation of closed--form expressions for the solution of (2.1) in
the solvable case was done by Wei and Norman [W14], [W15]. Martin [M1]
used their results to calculate stochastic stability conditions in the
i
solvable case. Our alternate, but computationally equivalent, approach
proceeds as follows.
'.	 I
First we make use of Lemma A.1, which proves the existence of a
d
(possibly complex--valued) nonsingular matrix P such that Bi Q PA.P_
1
	4
is in upper triangular form for i = 0, 1,..., N. Then the equation
N
Y {t) = [Bo
 +	 Biui(t)]Y(t); Y(0) = I	 (3.5)
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o	 I
4	 can be solved in closed-form by quadrature. 	 Consequently
X(t) = P-lY(t)P (3.6)
and X involves only exponentials and polynomials in the integrals of the
!
!	 components of u (see Example 3.3). 	 Since u is Gaussian and independent of
x(0), the expectations of the components of X can be evaluated in closed
s	 .;
form (see the examples) . 	 Hence
E [x(t ) ] = E [X (t ) ]	 E[x(0) ] (3.7) r
can be evaluated in closed form, and we can determine necessary and ^3
sufficient conditions for first order stability.
In order to determine conditions for p th order stability, we con-
3
Sider the equation for x[P]
r^a	
dt 
x[P] (t)
	
AO	
*	 Z7	
A^[Pl u7 ( t } x [p 7 (t) (3.8)
[P]
Let 3
R	
_ {A, A	 ,...,[P]	 0[P]	 1 [ P l	 N	 LA
(3.9)
Since [B3]
[A,B]	 _	 [AB	 ][P]	 [P]	 [P] (3.10)
3
we see that [P]
 is solvable if and only if 2 is.	 Therefore, we can use 5
the preceding analysis to determine first order stability conditions for
(3.8) (i.e., p th order stability conditions for the original system
^E
1
Example 3.1 [Ml],
	
[B8, p. 581: Consider the scalar system
x(t) _ (a + u(t))x(t) (3.11)
—30--:::.
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where a is constant and u is a Gaussian random process with
E[u(t)] = 0	 E[u(t)u(t+ti)] _ a2 e-alTl	 (3.12)
where a > 0. The solution to (3.11) is
f	
x(t) = eat+n(t)x(0)	 (3.13)
t
n(t)= f u(s)ds	 (3.14)	 i..0	 F-
r
i{I
	
Recall [Mll] that the characteristic function of a Gaussian random
r
k	 vector y with mean m and covariance P is given by
1
M (u) = E[e'u'y ] = eiurm- 2 u.vu	 (3.15)y
Since n in (3.14) is Gaussian, we can use (3.15) to compute
2
E[x(t)j = E[x(0)]exp {at + a cf t + ^z (e -at-1)}	 (3.16)
a
Hence (3.11) is first order asymptotically stable if and only if
2
a < -	 (3.17)
(notice that this requires a < 0). Since
dt xp(t) _ (pa + pu(t))xp (t)	 (3.18)
we have that (3.11) is p th order asymptotically stable if and only if
2
a < - P^	 (3.19)
a
Also, a = -pa /a implies pth order stability.
Example 3.2 [W23], [M12]: Consider the n-dimensional system (2.1),
t
where u is a Gaussian random process with statistics (3.3)-(3.4), and
is
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iassume that 	 is abelian.	 Then the solution of (2.1) is
z
x(t) = exp(A0t.){ 7f	 exp[Ai	 ui (s)ds] x(0)}	 (3.20)
i= l	 0D n
As in the previous example, the statistics of x are completely determined
by those of the integral of the noise process u, and explicit stability
criteria can be derived.}
For example consider the system
x(t) = Ax(t) + u(t)x(t)	 (3.21) "3
where A is a given nxn matrix and u is the same as in the preceding
`a
example.	 It can be shown [M12],	 [W23] that (3.21) is p th order
asymptotically stable if and only if
Re(A) < - 
p62 /a
9
rr^ ^
for all eigenvalues X. of A.	 For a more complete discussion of the a
;Ali
abelian case, see Willems [W23].
F
Example 3.3: Consider the system
3
j
3 5
x(t ) _	 Aiui(t)
	 x (t )	 (3.22)
i=1
where
a
d	 0	 1	 -1	 1	 0
k Al A2 r A3i
-1	 1	 l	 -1	 1	 0
and u is a stationary Gaussian random process with statistics
E[u (t)] = m - [ml , m2 , m3 ]'	 (3.23)
i
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E[(u(t)-m)(u(s)-m)' 1 = P(t,$) = P(t-s) 	 (3.24)
It is easy to verify that 2 is solvable and
1 01
P =	 (3.25)
1 1
triangularizes	 Thus if y = Px, then
u3 (t)	 u2(t)
Y(t) =	 Y(t)	 (3.26)
0	 ul(t)
and
t
exp f u3(s)ds
0
y 
0
Y(t)Y(0)
t	 t	 T
f exp f u3 (s)ds +f u1 (s)ds u2(T)dT
0	 T	 0
t	 Y(0)
expIf
U  (s) ds
0t 
Y^
3
c:
r
The expectations of the quantities in (3.27) can be evaluated by means
of the characteristic function (3.15). Some simple calculations yield
t
E[Y11(Q] _ exp[m3t + 2 Jf f P33(6^.^2)d"2dC'1I	 (3.28)
0 0
E[Y22 (t)] = exp[mlt + 2 	 fP11(Cl-a2)dQ2
a
	d F	 (3.29)
0
t
E[Y12 (t}] =	 (m2 + g(s)) exp [m3 (t-T} + m1T + 2 y(s)]ds
0 (3.30)
-33--
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i
f
t 	 S
R(s) = J P23(s-a)da + f P21(s-Q)dCY 	 (3.31)
s	 0
f t rs 	
ftY(s) T2p31(61^2)do2do1 +
	p33(¢I-o2)do2do1
s	 0	 s	 s
1
s	 s
+	 J P11 a1 a2 ) do dal 	(3.32)
0 0
Then conditions for asymptotic stability can be determined from the
closed-form expression
E [x (t) ] = P-1EIY(t) ]P E[x(0) ]
	
(3.33)
For example, suppose that ul , u2 , and u3 are independent with 	 p.
Ejui (t)] = m, i = 1,2,3, and
	 k
E I ui ( t) ui ( t-ET)] - CY 2 exp [-ai j T 1 ] , cxi > 0	 i = 1 P 2,3	 -
(3.34)
In this case the system (3.22) is first order asymptotically stable if
and only if
3
t
m < -max (a /al , a^/a3 )	 (3.35)	 ^
Other examples of this technique are discussed in [M12].
3.3 Bilinear 5yst:-nq with Colored Noise--The General Case
If the Lie algebra SG'is not solvable, then (2.1) cannot be solved
in closed form, and the approach of the previous section is not applicable.
IJ
In this section we discuss some approximate methods fur deriving
stability conditions.
Blankenship [B26] has used some results from stochastic averaging
theory to derive conditions for the stability of the "slowly varying"
portion of the moments of (2.1) in the case that the noise u(t) is
bounded and satisfies some other technical conditions. However, the
boundedness assumption excludes Gaussian noise processes.
One procedure for deriving sufficient conditions for the pth
order stability (p even) of a general bilinear system driven by
Gaussian noise is based on a method of Brockett [B27]. Assume that
x(t) satisfies
k(t) = [A + Bu (t) ]x(t)	 (3.36)
where u is a Gaussian process satisfying (3.12). We use a simple in-
equality [B8, p. 1281 to show that
d--t i^.__f-k% - --r r._ ♦ r. ^.	 .	 I nt17__/i ♦
li
=1
or, equivalent, we have
x'(t)x( t ) < n(t)	 (3.40)
where n is a scalar process satisfying
r
i
r
^ W = [Xmax(A + A') + u(t)a max (B + B')]n(t)
(3.41)
n(0) = x' (0)x(0)
The condition of Example 3.1 then states that (3.41) is p th order
asymptotically stable (which implies that (3.36) is (2p)-th order
asymptotically stable) if
'	
X max (A + A') < - pa2[X max (B + B')] 2 / CI	(3.42)
The stability condition (3.42) could have been derived from (3.37) by
ri
:a direct application of the Gronwall-Bellman inequality [B8, p. 19].
However, the present formulation suggests generalizations in a certain
t	 direction which will be discussed at the end of this section.
The following examples indicate that this procedure, while pro-
viding useful stability criteria in some cases, often provides little
cr no information about the stability of (3.36). This is to be expected,
because we have essentially bounded the process x in (3.36) by a scalar
process, thus neglecting many of the important characteristics of x.
'	 Example 3.4: Let B = 1 and
1 2
A-
4 10 -2
Then a simple computation shows that amax(A + A') _ -3 + r, and the
-3b-
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criterion (3.42) implies that (3.36) is (2p)-th order asymptotically
stable if
Cy  < 3-T	 I (.191)
a	 4p	 p (3.43)
1
	
	
Since 2 is abelian, Example 3.2 gives the necessary and sufficient
condition for asymptotic stability:
Q2	
1	
-^'
a	 < 2p	
{3.44}
'	
a
{
	
	 Thus (3.42) provides a sufficient condition which is, however, con--
	 1
servative (i.e., (3.42) provides a smaller region of stability than
Example 3.2).
Example 3.5: Let A be arbitrary and let
-1 2
B =
0 -1
'then max (B + B') = 0, and the condition (3.42) implies (2p)-th order
asymptotic stability of (3.36) if
A max (A + A') < 0	 (3.45)
Notice that this result is independent of the noise statistics.
Example 3.6: Let B W I and
'	
A - 
-1 2
0 _I
Since Xmax(A + A') = 0, the condition (3.42) yields no information
s
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2	 1
a	 p
(3.46)
about asymptotic stability. However, we know from Example 3.2 thLL
a necessary and sufficient condition for p th order asymptotic stability
of (3.36) is
0 
Example 3.7: Consider the damped harmonic oscillator, in which
0 1
A=
-1 -2^
a o
B= [
1 0
A	
where C > 0. We again have amax(A + A') = 0, so (3.42) provides no
information about stochastic stability.
The damped harmonic oscillator of Example 3.7, for which the
general criterion (3.42) is not useful, has been considered by Martin
[Mlj from a different point of view. 	 Martin investigated the second
order (meal;.-square) asymptotic stability of only the first component
x 
	
(the position).	 He expanded the solution x1 W in a Volterra series
and bounded this series term-by-term with the solution of a scalar
equation, thus obtaining sufficient conditions for the mean--square
asymptotic stability of x i .	 He then optimized over the parameters
I of the scalar system in order to obtain the largest region of stability.
Both of these methods basically consist of bounding x'(t)x(t)
i
(or x2 (t)), where x is the solution of (3.36), by y2 (t)(where y is
the solution of a scalar system).	 The results of Example 3.1 theni
provide a sufficient condition for (2p)-th order asymptotic stability.
However, the techniques of Section 3.2 enable us to compute necessary
i
t
--38- 1
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`
and sufficient stability conditions for systems more general than scalar
systems--namely, systems	 -sr which 9 is solvable.	 It thus seems
reasonable to conjecture that better stability conditions (i.e.,
larger regions of asymptotic stability) can be derived by bounding
a7	
^	 {
x'(t)x(t)(where x is the solution of (3.36)) by y'(t)y(t) 	 (where y is
the solution of r.
i	 y(t) _	 (A + iu(t))y(t)	 (3.47) 53ff+
1 jlcti
and A and B are upper triangular). 	 We have attempted to generalize
i
to the solvable case both of the above methods of bounding, but our
efforts have been unsuccessful to date.
' l	 7
'i
;r
i^11
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CHAPTER 4
MOTIVATION: ESTIMATION OF ROTATIONAL
PROCESSES IN THREE DIMENSIONS
4.1 Introduction
a; Many practical estimation problems can be analyzed in the frame-
work of bilinear systems evolving on Lie groups or homogeneous spaces.
For example, several communications problems (such as the phase
:r
	
	
tracking example of Chapter 6) can be viewed as bilinear systems
evolving on the circle 81[B9],[G2],[L21,[M9],[W3],[W6],[W7],[W121.
As we shall see in subsequent chapters. the fact that S  is an abelian
Lie group (i.e., rotations in one dimension commute) provides an
important simplification. In this chapter we formulate several
..
	
	 problems of practical importance involving rotations in three
dimensions (we will rely substantially on the discussion in [W12]).
These problems are considerably more difficult than those in one
dimension, since rotations in three-space do not commute [M8],[S4],[W2].
In this chapter, we will make several approximations in order to
davelop models for several physical systems. These approximations
are often justifiable. However, we use these models primarily to
find useful filter structures for such problems. As we will show in
Chapters 5 and 6, these models do lead to novel and useful filters.
l:
The problem of estimating the angular velocity and orientation
(or attitude) of a rigid body has been studied by many authors [B41,
[B10],[B181,[ L6],[L8],[M101,[S4],[ S5],[W21,[WI31. In general the
optimal estimator (or filter) is infinite dimensional, so practical
estimation techniques for these problems are inherently suboptimal.
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one structural feature of the rigid body orientation--angular velocity
problem which is very important is that the space of possible orienta-
tions defines a Lie group [W2],[S4],[S5], and the combined orientation-
angular velocity space is the tangent bundle of the orientation space
and is thus a homogeneous space [B11]; in fact, it can be given a Lie
group structure isomorphic to the Euclidean group in three-space [M4].
There are also Lie-theoretic interpretations of four of the most widely
used representations of the attitude of a rigid body -- direction
cosines, unit quaternions, Buler angles, and Cayley-Klein parameters.
We will exploit this Lie group structure in our consideration of the
estimation problem.
We will consider only the direction cosine and quaternion
descriptions; the other representations are discussed in [W2] and [S5].
4.2 Attitude Estimation with Direction Cosines
The orientation of a rigid body can be described by the matrix of
direction cosines [W17],[E4] between two sets of orthogonal axes --
one rotating with the body (b-frame) and the other an inertial
reference frame (i-frame). The direction cosine matrix is a 3x3
orthogonal matrix (X`X-I) with detX = +1. The set of all such matrices
form the matrix Lie group SO(3)[Bl],[Sl],[W2] (see also Appendices A
and B). Let C denote the direction cosine matrix of the S-frame with
respect to the a--frame. If the 3--vector C(t) is the angular velocity
of the body with respect to inertial space in body coordinates, the
evolution of the orientation of the body is described by the bilinear
equation
-41-
3	 1
i=1 
^ i (ORiJX(t)
	
(4.1)
.	 f
	 where X (t) Q Cb(t) a SO(3) and the Ri , given by
A, l
t
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 _1	 0
Rl =	 0	 0	 -1	 R2 =	 0	 0	 0	 R3 = 1	 0	 0	 (4.2)
0	 1	 Q	 --1	 Q	 0	 0	 0	 d
f	 b	 4	 f	 3	 h	 l	 b	 d	 horm a as is or so( ), t e matrix Lze a ge ra associate wit SO(3).
The fact that SO(3) is a simple Lie group (see Appendix A) complicates
the study of dynamics on SO (3), because this implies that there is no
global closed-form solution to (4.1). Wei and Norman [Wl4],[Wl5] have
^4
shown the existence of local expressions for the solution to equations
r`	 of the form (2.1); however, these solutions are global only in certain
a
;;	 cases. We will exploit this fact: for the case of solvable Lie groups
41
in order to obtain finite dimensional optimal nonlinear estimators in
the next section. We also note that the local Wei-Norman representa-
tion of the solution of (4.1) corresponds to an Fuler angle description,
which is well known to exist only locally (sera [W17], where this fact
is related to the phenomenon of "gimbal--lock").
We assume that the angular velocity in (4.2) is a stochastic
process satisfying
dE(t) = f(t)dt + A(t)	 (t)dt + G(t) dw(t)	 (4.3)
where f and G are known, C(0) is normally distributed, and w is a
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standard Wiener process independent of E(0). Here f is a vector of
known torques acting on the body, and the Brownian motion term
represents random disturbances. The angular velocity equation (4.3) is
simpler than the usual nonlinear Ruler equations; this approximation
dr I
	
is reasonable in some cases (see [W12]).
•a
We will consider three different measurement processes -- one
motivated by a strapdown inertial navigation system, one by an inertial
r
system in which a platform is to be kept inertially fixed, and one by a
star tracker. In a strapdown system [W17], one receives noisy informa-
tion about either angular velocity or incremental angle changes.
Assuming that the size of the increment is small, either type of
information can be modeled (see [W12]) by the Ito equation
dz(t)	 C(t) (t)dt + S1/2 (t)dv(t)	 (4.4)
where S=S' > 0 and v is a standard Wiener process, independent of ^.
A second type of observation process is suggested by an inertial
system equipped with a platform that is to "instrument" (i.e., remain
fixed with respect to) the inertial reference frame. We must consider
the direction cosines relating the body-fixed frame (b-frame), platform 	 i
frame (p-frame), and inertial reference frame (i-frame). Recall that
X(t) = C (t)	 (4.5)
Also, by noting the relative orientation of the platform and the body
(perhaps by reading of gimbal angles [W171),we can measure
a
A
t ir ,
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i
`	 a M(t)	 = C 	 (t)	 (4.6)
1	 , Let
V(t) = Cp{t)	 (4.7)
represent the noise due to platform misalignment. 	 We model the gyro
drifts and other inaccuracies which cause platform misalignment by the '.-
t^ s
t equations
np (t) _ Ep (t) + vp (t)	 (4.8)
TIb
 (t) _ b (t) + vb (t)	 (4.9)
where n 	 and 
n 	
denote the angular velocity of the b--frame with respect
sry to the p-frame in p and b coordinates, respectively; Ep and Eb denote
' the angular velocity of the b-frame with respect to the i-frame in p
F° and h coordinates, respectively; and v p and vb denote the error in the
a+
measurement (the angular velocity of the i-frame with respect to the
p--frame) in p and b coordinates, respectively. 	 The error process v
will be modeled as a Brownian motion process with strength S(t).
We now derive an equation for the platform misalignment V(t) (this
derivation is due to Willsky [W20]). 	 For ease of notation, the derivation
will be performed using Stratonovich calculus
	 (d will denote the
Stratonovich differential),
	 The matrix M(t) satisfies
k
dM(t)[ b (t)dt +tvb(t)]M(t)	 (4.10)
where, for any 3-vector a,
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a3 j
a = -
	
R. a. (4.11)
i=1
Since [E4, p.1191
a
!	 nb(t) = V_(tA
	 (t)M' (t) (4.3.2) 1
we have
f
..	 dM(t) = M(t)Rp (t)dt +&vp (t)] (4.13)
Since our measurement consists of
M(t) = x(t)V(t) (4.14)
the platform misalignment satisfies
V{t) = X' (t)M(t) (4.15) w;
>	 and
dV(t) _ {--x' (t)z b (t)M(t)dt+X' (t)M(t) N (t)dt +c p(t)]M' (t)M(t)}
I = {-X' wt	 (t)M(t)dt+X'(t)_h(t)M(t)dt+X'(t)M(t)^vp(t) }dt
= V(t)&vp (t) (4.16)
or, in Ito form,
3 3 .,
dV(t) = V(t)	 Ridvi(t)+ 2	 Sid(t)RiR.dt (4.17)
and V is a left-invariant SO(3) Brownian motion (see Sectior 6.3 and
[L8],[M8],[W2]).
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The third measurement process is motivated by the use of a star
tracker [F2],[F3],(141,[P1],[R11. In a star tracker, the star chosen
as a reference has associated with it a known unit position vector a
in inertial coordinates, pointing from the origin of the inertial frame
along the line of sight to the star. The vector a must be transformed
to take into account the position and velocity of the body; thus a will
be time-varying if the body is in motion (for example, if we are 	 C
estimating the attitude of a satellite in orbit). A second type of
time dependence in a arises because different stars (with different
position vectors) can be used for sightings. As in [F21, the
measurement consists of noisy observations of the unit position
vector of the star in body coordinates (that is, observations of
Cb(t)a(t) plus white noise). We model such observations via the Ito
equation
9
dz(t) = x(t)a(t)dt + S1/2 (t)dv(t)	 (4.18)
where S=S' > 0 and v is a standard Wiener process.
For all three measurem__Snt processes associated with the state
equations (4.1) and (4.3), the problem of interest is that of estimating 	 ^	 E
X(t) and Q0 given the past observations: zt AM {z(s), 0<s<t} if we use
(4.4) or (4.18), or Mt = {M(s), 0<s<t} if our observations satisfy (4.14). ]
We will consider an estimation criterion of the constrained least-squares
type; i.e., we wish to find the estimate (Y(t1t),^(tit)) that minimizes
the conditional error covariance
{
+tr{(x (t)-x(t,t))'(x (t)-x(t^t })}^yt1 	 (4.19)
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subject to the constraint
X(t^t)'x(t^t) = 2	 (4.20)
Here y  denotes either z  or Mt , depending on which observation process
!!!
	
we are considering. It is well-known [Bl6],[B21],[C4] that the optimal
!	 estimate for the criterion (4,19)-(4.20) is given by
~? I 	 a	 t
Z(tit)	 Z(tit) _ E[^(t)l y 3	 (4.21)
i(tit) = X(t1t)[X(t1t) 1 x(t1t)] r1/2 	(4.22)
Notice that both of the observation processes (4.4) and (4.1$) are
linear in the augmented state (X(t), ^(t)). The implications of linear
measurements for bilinear systems will be explored in Chapters 5 and 6
with regard to estimation problems.
4.3 Attitude Estimation with Quaternions
A second way of characterizing the attitude of a rotating rigid
body is by a quaternion. The unit quaternions Q are defined by
4
Q 6- {q = q 1 + q 2 i + q 3 j + g4k1^ 1 
qi = if	 (4.23)
x=
where the group multiplication on Q is defined by the relations
(xi ,x
2) x3 , x4 ) 
^	 T x1 + x
2
i + X + x4k	 (4.26)
A vector x E R 3 can be represented as a quaternion with q1 = 0:
x = x 
1	 2i+x j +x3 k	 (4.27)
If the quaternion q represents the orientation of the ^-frame with
	
'1	 -
'"	 j	 respect to the a--frame, then the vector x is transformed from
a-coo7r.'dinates to ^-coordinates by
a	 x^ q xaq*
	 (4.28)	
i
where the conjugate of q is defined by
r
	 q*=q
-1 ^q1-q2i-q3j -q4k	 (4.29)
Comparing (4.28) to the equivalent expression in terms of direction
cosines
4
xs 	Ca xa (4.30)
we see that there is a Lie group homomorphism g Q -} 50(3) given by
g (ql + q2 i +q3j + q4k)
q2 + q2	 q2	 q21	 2	 3-	 4 2 (q q	 q q	 )2 3	 1 4 2 (q q	 +2 4 q q )1	 3
`
2(q q	 + q1 q )2 3
	
4 q21	 q2 + q2	 q2-	 4 2(q q	 -3 4 q q )1 2
2(g2g4 - glg 3 ) 2(g3g4 + glg2 ) q, - q2 - q3 + qy2
i
i
(4.31)
j
i
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i
g(q) = g(-q )	 V q e Q	 (4.32)
In fact, one can show that Q 	 S3 is the simply connected covering
group [Wll] of SO , and we have the Lie group isomorphism
a, f	 SO(3)	 (4.33)
^i
7
where {1}	 is the subgroup of Q containing those two elements.
4I
If ^(t) is the angular velocity of a rigid body with respect to
inertial space in body coordinates and q is t?-e quaternion representing
}
the orientation of the body frame with respect to inertial space, then
i
the orientation equation corresponding to (4.1) is
3
dt q	 (t) =	 - i (t)Ri ( t ) q ( t )	 (4.34)i=1 ^
where the vector corresponding to the quaternion q is q = (gl,g2 ' q3'q4)'
and the R.	 given by
1	 -1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 -1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 -1
i 1	 0	 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 1 0	 0	 -1	 0
R1 0	 0	 0	 -1 R2 - 1	 0	 0	 0 R3 0	 1	 0	 0
0	 0	 1	 0 a	 --1	 0	 0	 l	 0	 0	 0
(4.35)
form the basis of a Lie algebra isomorpbic to so ( 3).	 If q (0) is a
unit quaternion (i.e., q' (0)q (0) = 1), then q' (t)q'(t) = 1 for all t.
Thus q evolves on the quaternion group for all t, or equivalently,
q evolves on S3.
Thus, one can consider attitude estimation problems by using the
quaternion equation (4.34), the angular velocity equation (4.3), and an
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appropriate measurement equation. In the case of the strapdown
navigation system of Section 4.2, equation (4.4) is again the ap-
propriate measurement. For the star tracker, the measurement
corresponding to (4.18) is
J
dz(t) = g(q(t)) a(t) + S1/2 (t)dv(t)
	
(4.36)
where g(q) is defined in (4.31). Notice that this measurement is
quadratic in q. As we remarked in Chapter 2, the biiiaear system
(4.34) with quadratic measurement (4.36) can be transformed into a
bilinear system with a linear measurement by augmenting the state of
(4.34).
We can again use a constrained least-squares estimation criterion
for the system (4.3), (4.34) evolving on Q, with measurements z given
by (4.4) or (4.36) (see also [B15] and [0]). In this case, we wish
to find the estimate (q(tIt), ^(tlt)) that minimizes
J = E[(E(t) - Z(tIt))'(E(t) - ^(tIt))
+(q(t) - 4(tIt))'(i(t) - q(tlt))Iz t 1	 (4.37)'
subject to the constraint
II q (tI0II 2 ° 4(t It) I 4(t It)	 1	 (4.38)
The optimal estimate is then given by
^(tlt) = R(tIt)	 (4.39)
q (tIt) =	 ^Q(t 
I 
t)	
(4.40)q(t t)
where ^ again denotes conditional expectation.
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4.4 Satellite Tracking
A simplified satellite tracking problem can also be analyzed in
the framework of bilinear systems. Consider a satellite in circular
orbit about solve celestial body. Because of a variety of effects in-
cluding anomalies in the gravitational field of the body, effects of i
f j	 the gravitational fields of nearby bodies, and the effects of solar f
pressure, the orbit of the satellite is perturbed. 	 In this case, the
position x of the satellite can be described by the simplified
bilinear model [W12] Y:
3	 3
1dx(t) -	 fi(t)Ri -F	 Qi	 (t)RiR. dt
i=1	 3 i,j=1
3
k
E-	 R.dw.(t) x(t)
	
(4.41)
a
where fi are the components of the nominal angular velocity and wi are
the components of a Wiener process with strength Q(t).	 If E[X'(Q)x(0)] =l,
then E[x'(t)x(t)]•--1 for all t; thus x evolves on the 2-sphere S 2 (the
same statement can be made almost surely [L8]). 	 We note that the
assumption in (4.41) that the perturbations in the angular velocity
are white is a simplification.
	
For example, the anomalies in the
gravitational field of the celestial body are spatially correlated and
constitute a random field [P2], [W8]. 	 However, the simplified model
(4.41) leads to simple but accurate on-line tracking schemes (see
Chapter 6).
If we are then given noisy observations of the satellite position,
dz(t) = H(t) x(t)dt + S 1/2 (t) dv(t)	 (4.42)
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where v is a standard Diener process and S(t) = S ` (t) > 0, our problem
is to estimate x(t) given {z(s), 0 < s < t}, and we can again use a
constrained least-squares criterion. Notice that this problem is also
CHAPTER 5
FINITE DIMENSIONAL OPTIMAL NONLINEAR ESTIMATORS
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will exploit the structure of particular classes
of systems in order to prove that the optimal estimators for these
systems are finite dimensional. The general class of systems is given
by a linear Gauss Markov process ^ which feeds forward into a nonlinear
system with state x. Our goal is to estimate C and x given noisy linear
observations of E. Specifically, consider the system
d^(t) = F(t)^(t)dt + G(t)dw(t)	 (5.1)
N
dx(t) = a0 (x(t))dt +	 ai(x(tMi(t)dt	 (5.2)
i=1
dz(t) = H(t)C(t)dt + RZ12 (t)dv(t)	 (5.3)
where &(t) is an n-vector, x(t) is a k-vector, z(t) is a p-vector, w and
v are independent standard Brownian motion processes, R > 0, E(0) is a
Gaussian random variable independent of w and v, x(0) is independent of
E(0), w, and v, and ja i , i=0,...,N} are analytic functions of x. Also,
we define Q(t) -6 G(t)G'(t). It will be assumed (for technical reasons
which will become evident later in this chapter) that [F(t), G(t), H(t)]
is completely controllable and observable [B$].
As shown by Brockett [B25] in the deterministic case, considerable
insight can be gained by considering the Volterra series expansion of
the linear--analytic system (5.2). The Volterra series expansion for
ii
a: I
the ith component of x is given by
	
00	 t	 t	 n	 (k ,...,k.)
xi (t) - wOi (t) +	 f ... f
	
wjil	 (t,al,...,a^)
j=1 	 0	 0	 kl,...,kj= 1
	
.Ek
1	 ^
(a 1 ) ... 'k.(ai)doI ... daa 	(5.4)
{kl , ... ,ic. )
where the j th order kernel w..	 is a locally bounded, piecewise
J^
continuous function. We will consider, without loss of generality, only
(kl,...,k.)
triangular kernels which satisfy 
wji	 J (t5al,..•,a1 = 0 if
aQ+m > am; Q,m = 1,2,3,.... We say that a kernel w(t, a ll ... ,aj ) is
separable if it can be expressed as a finite sum
w(t, a ...l , ,a.) =	 Ya (t) YZ (al ) Y' (a2 ) ... yj (aj) (5.5)
3
Brockett [B25] discusses the convergence of (5.4) in the deter-
ministic case, but we will not consider this question in the general
stochastic case. We will be more concerned with the case in which the
linear-analytic system (5.2) has a finite Volterra series- -that is, the
expansion (5.4) has a finite number of terms. Brackett shows that a
finite Volterra series has a bilinear realization if and only if the
kernels are separable. Hence, a proof similar to that of Martin [M1]
of the existence and uniqueness of solutions to a bilinear system driven
by the Gauss-Maxkov process (5.1) implies that a finite Volterra series
in L with separable kernels Is well-defined in the mean-square sense.
i
r^.
As discussed in Chapter 1, our objective is the computation of the
conditional means (tit) and (tlt). The computation of - (tit) can be
performed by the finite dimensional (linear) Kalman-Bucy filter; moreover,
the conditional density of C(t) given z t is Gaussian with mean C(tit) and
nonrando,.t covariance P(t) [Jl], (Kl]. As discussed in Chapter 1, the
computation of R(tlt) requires in general an infinite dimensional system
of equations; it is not computed as one might naively guess, merely by
substituting C(tit) into (5.2) in place of ^(t) and solving that equation.
We shall prove that x(tit) can be computed with a finite di!­-^rsional
nonlinear estimator if the ith component of the solution to (5.2) can
be expressed in the form
^ (t)
xi (t) = e i	 71W	 (5.6)
where ] is the j th component of E (for some j) and n is a finite
Volterra series in ^ with separable kernels.
It is easy to show, using Brockett's results on finite Volterra
series, that each term in (5.6) can be realized by a bilinear system
of the form.
n
.A(t) = C  (t)x(t) +	 Ak(t)^k(t)x(t)
	 (5.7)
k=i
where the A  are strictly upper triangular (zero on and below the
diagonal). For such systems, the Lie algebra .T, is nilpotent (see
(2.3)). In Section 5.3, we shall show conversely that if (5.2) is a
bilinear system with 90 nilpotent, its solution can be written as a
finite sum of terms given by (5.6); hence, such systems also have
r
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finite dimensional optimal estimators. These results thus generalize
the results of Lo and Willsky [L2] (for the abelian case) and Willsky
1144]. The abelian discrete--time problem is also considered by Johnson
and Stear 1321.
In Section 5.2 we state the major theorems concerning finite
dimensional estimators for systems described by Volterra series and
we give an example. Section 5.3 contains the corresponding results
for bilinear systems. In Section 5.4, suboptimal estimators are con-
structed for some classes of systems to which the previous results do
not apply.
5.2 A Class of Finite Dimensional Optimal Nonlinear Estimators
The first two theorems state finite dimensional estimation results
for certain classes of nonlinear systems. The proofs are contained in
this section and in Appendix D; an example follows.
Theorem 5.1: Consider the linear system described by (5.1), (5.3),
and define the scalar-valued process
X(t) = e 3	 T1 	 (5.8)
where n is a finite Volterra series in with separable kernels. Then
n(tjt) and x(t1t) can be computed with a finite dimensional system of
nonlinear stochastic differential equations driven by the innovations
dv(t) A dz(t) -- H(t)^(tIt)dt.
Theorem 5.2: Consider the linear system (5.1), (5.3), and define
the scalar-valued processes
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a, f
r^ (t) =	
t	
01... Pr j-1 ^k (a ) ... k. (6m. )
f f 	 1 ml 	 a0 0	 0
. y1 (a1) ... Y  (6j ) dal ... da1	(5.9)
^(t)
x(t) = e P, r, (t)	 (5.10)
I
where {y,} are deterministic functions of time and i > j. Then rI(tIt)
and St(tit) can be computed with a finite dimensional system of non-
linear stochastic equations driven by the innovations.
The distinction between Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 lies in the fact that
i > j in (5.9)--i.e., there are more Ek's than integrals. On the other
hand, each term in the finite Volterra series in (5.8) has i=j and the
CFmk are distinct. As Brockett [B25] remarks, we can consider (5.9) as
a single term in a Volterra series if we allow the kernel to contain
impulse functions. As we will show in Lemma D.2, a term (5.9) with
i < j (more integrals than k 's) can be rewritten as a Volterra term
with i=j, so Theorem 5.1 also applies in this case.
Proof of Theorem 5.1: We consider one term in the finite Volterra
series; since the kernels are separable, we can assume without loss of
generality that this term has the form
9
5  tr1(t) _	 f ^
	
ol ... f f-1 Ck (61 )
 
... Ck. (^.)vl(6	 31)...y. (CFj dol...dai
`
f'J	 J	 10 0	 0
(5.11)
The theorem is proved by induction on j, the order of the Volterra term
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trt(t) _ f y1(e1)Ek
1 (al )da10 
(5.12)
r
(5.11). We now give the proof for j=1; the proof by induction is given
in Appendix D.
1t
If j =1, then
^I
i
and D(t) is linear function of ^. Hence, if the state & of (5.1) is
.Y
i
I
augmented with n, the resulting system is also linear. Then the Kalman-
Bucy filter for the system described by (5.1), (5.3), (5.12) generates
E(tlt) and ^n(tlt). In order to prove that X(tlt) is "finite dimension-
ally computable" (FDC), we need the following lemma. First we define,
for a  a2 < t, the conditional cross-covariance matrix
P (CrI ,o2 , t} = E [ { (6 1) - (a l l t)) ("e 2 ) -- ^ (cr 2 l t)) ` l z t )	 (5.13)
(where E(alt) = B[^MlztD.
Lemma 5.1: The joint conditional density p, (
 ) ^(a ) (wi lz t ) ::s
^1 ,	 2
Gaussian with nonrandom conditional cross-covariance P(a1,62,t)---i.e.,
P(CY I ,ff 2 ,t) is independent of {z(s), 0 < s < 0.
Proof: First, the conditional density is Gaussian because C  and
z  are jointly Gaussian random processes. Assume U  > a 2 ; then
rl t
P& (a 1 ) , ^ (62) (v 'i i z )
= PE(a1)(VIE(y = v t , ztN ((y(V, l zt )	 (5.14)
P&
 {6 ) (vlOT	 = v',zt )PEE(^ ) (V^lz t }	 (5.15)1	 2	 2
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+	 where z^	 {Z(s)' 62 < s < t}.
2
Here (5.14) follows by the definition of the conditional density, and
(5.15) is due to the Markov property of the process (E, z) [J1]. Each
of the densities in (5.15) is the result of a linear smoothing operation;
hence, each is Gaussian with nonrandom covariance P ! (t) andal 162
P(a 2 ,CF27 t), respectively [LlO]. Also, for a > 0, [K12], [G8]
P(G,(Y, t) = [P-1 (o) + PB1 (cr)I -1 where PB is the error covariance of
a Kalman filter running backward in time from t to a, and PBl(t) 4 0.
Due to the controllability of [F, G], P(o) is invertible for all 0' > 0
and PB (a) is invertible for all a < t [W18]; consequently, P(a,ct, t)
is invertible for all 0 < a < t. By the formula for the conditional
Ecovariance of a Gaussian distribution [J1], we have for 0 < 61 < ^2 < t
P^ o (t) = P(Q i , 6l , t) - P(a l , (Y	 t) P-1(CY	 02 ^ t)P' (cs 1 , 0 2 I t)
lI z
(5.16)
Since P(cy 1 , cr2 , t), 0 < Cy1 < CY2
 < t, can be computed from (5.16), it is
also nonrandom; and since we have shown previously that P(0, 0, t) is
nonrandom, P (CF l , a2 , t) is nonrandom for all 0 < al , a 2 < t.	 N
This lemma allows the off-line computation of P(a 19 cr2' t) via the
equations of Kwakernaak [Kll] (for o 1
 < a2)
P(ff1) 62 ,t) = P (CF 1 ) T' (a2,U1)
- P(Ij1 )	 T' (T,al) H' (T)R 1 (T) H(T) T(T,Q2 )dT P (Cr 2)
(5.17)
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^	 E
	
:I	 dt T(t,T) = [F(t) --P(t)H' (t)R-1(t)H(t) ] T(t,T); T(T,T) = I
	
j	 (5.18)
where the Kalman filter error covariance matrix P(t) Q P(t, t, t) is
computed via the Riccati equation
1 P(t) = F(t) P(t) + P(t) F' (t) + Q(t)	 - P(t)H' (t)R -l(t)H(t)P(t)
P(0) - P O (5.79) r ,
t
Recall that the characteristic function of a Gaussian random vector
y with mean m and covariance P is given by
M (u)C = E[exp(iu'y)] = exp[iu'm-- 2 u'Pu]	 (5.20)y
Hence, by taking partial derivatives of the characteristic function
w
(see Lemma D.1), we have
t	 (t)
r	 Et [ x (t ) ] =	 Y (a) Et [e(6) 1 d
f	 kl10
t ^-(tft) + 2 P	 {t)= 7]dYl (6 ) [^k	 (a lt) + Pk ,j (CF,t,t) ]e	 6
0	 ]	 1
=
t
f	 Yl (a) Pk	 (0,t,t)dc	 +
I	 1' ^
t	 )
EIf
Y 1 (a)Ek (CF)da {
 0
(t 1 t) + 2 P3J (t) e.
F
_ (a) P	 (a,t,t)da +
if Yl	 klaj
n(t t) e
,0
(5.21)
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Since the first term in (5.21) is nonrandom and ,(tlt) and - (tlt) can
1
be computed with a Kalman-Bucy filter, x(tlt) is indeed 'DC for the
case j=1.
i
The induction step of the proof of Theorem 5.1 is given in Appendix
	
6. f 
i	 D. A crucial component of the proof is Lemma D.1, which expresses higher
i
order moments of a Gaussian distribution in terms of the lower moments. 	 i
Notice that in equation (5.21) we have interchanged the operations of
r
integration and conditional expectation. This is .justified by the
version of the Fubini theorem proved in Appendix C; since we will be
dealing only with integrals of products of Gaussian random processes,
the use of the Fubini theorem is easily justified, and we will use it
j
	i	 without further comment.
The proof of Theorem 5.2 is almost identical to that of Theorem 	 -.
5.1; the differences are explained in Appendix D. We now present an
	
r	
example to illustrate the basic concepts of these theorems; this
example is a special case of Theorem 5.2. However, we will need one
preliminary lemma.
Lemma 5.2: The conditional cross-covariance satisfies
j
j^
'I
P(0, t, t) = K(t,O)P(t)	 (5.22)
where
d	 ,	
_	
-1	 ,	 T	
=dt K (t,a)	 - CF (t) + P (t ) R(t) ] K (t,6) K (a,cr)	 l
i
(5.23)
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Proof: Let
and consider
P(c3,t,t) - P(C<,t) = E[(^^(6ICT) - UU10M(t) - ^(t1t)),Jzt]
Since EPIQ) - Z' (Cr't) is measurable with respect to the Q-field cs(zt),
the projection theorem [R3] implies that P(a,t;t) - P(6,t) = 0. The proof
is concluded by noting that [I,12]
P(a,t) = K(t,o)P(t)
Example 5.1; Consider the system described by
dCl ( t) 	 ,a	 0	 Cl(t)
	
dwI(t)
--	 dt +	 (5.24)
d 2 (t)	 0 -^ 2 (t)	 dw2 (t)
dx(t) = (-Yx(t) + g l (t)&2 (t))dt
	 (5.25)
dz (t)
	 ^ (t)	 dv {t)I	
=	 1	 dt +	 1	 (5.26)
dz 2 (t)	 ^2(t)
	 [dV2 (t)
where a,a,A > 0, wi , w2 , vl , and v2 are independent, zero mean, unit
variance Wiener processes, E l (0) and E 2 (0) are independent Gaussian
random variables which are also independent of the noise processes,
and x(0) = 0 (see Figure 5.1).
The conditional expectation x(tit ) satisfies the nonlinear filtering
equation (1.7)- (1.8) :
-62-
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K;
dx(tlt) = Et [-yx(t) + E l (t) &2(t)]dt
'..
+{Et[	 t e-Y(t-s)^i(s)&2(s)ds`(t}]
• 0k
-Et[ J t e-y(t-s)ys)c 2 (s)ds]^' (tlt) } dV(t) (5.27)
0
where ^!t)[ 1 (t),	2 (t)]'and the innovations process V is given by J-,
dV(t) = dz(t)-^(t`it)dt (5.28)
F
Recall that the conditional covariance P(t) of &(t) given zt
9
satisfies the Riccati equation (5.19).	 Since E 1 (0) andX 2 (0) are
independent, it is not difficult to show that P12 (t)= P21 (t)= 0 for ^+
all t.	 From (5.22)-(5.23) we can compute
's
t
P11 (t) exp[a(t-a) -	 P11(s)ds]	 0
:	 P	 t
 a t
'
0	 P22(t)exp(Vt-ff) -
_
P22(s)ds]
a
(5.29)
These facts and equation (D.3a) imply that the transpose of the 2,aja
term in (5.27) is
Et[	 t e-y(t-s)1(5)2(s)E(t)ds]-Et[ 	 t e Y(t-s)1(s)&2(s)ds]A(tlt)f	 f0	 0
t
_	 e-y(t-s)(Et[Cl(s)^
	 (s)C(t)]-Et[El(s)^	 (s)]Et(^(t)])dsf0 3
0	 P11(s,t,t) 	 l(s)t
^ Et	 e-y(t-s) ds (5.30x)
"0 P22(s't't)	 02(s) ]
i
S
. I
f
t	
n1(t)Pll(t)
E
n 2 (t) P22 (t)
where
(5.`9b)
nl (t)	 a-y-Pll(t)	 0	 nl(t)	 0 1	 YO
 +-1
n2 (t)	 0	 s-y-p22(t)	 n 2 (t)	 l	 02(t)
(5.31)
i
nl(0) = n 2 (0) = 0
In other words, the argument of the conditional expectation in (5.30a)
can be realized as the output of a finite dimensional linear system
's	with state n(t)[nl(t), n2 (t)]' satisfying (5.31).
Thus the finite dimensional optimal estimator for the system (5.24)-
i (5.26) is constructed as follows (see Figure 5.2). First we augment the
i	 state E of (5.24) with the state n of (5.31). Then the Kalman-Busy filter 	
`..`
for the linear system (5.24), (5.31), with observations (5.26), computes
the conditional expectations Z(tlt) and n(tit). Finally,
dx ( t i t ) _ [-YX ( t l t ) + Zl (tlt)Z 2 ( t i t )] dt + T^1'(tlt)P(t)dv(t)
X(010) = 0	 (5.32)
We now discuss the steady-state behavior of the optimal filter.
Since the linear system (5.24) is asymptotically stable (and hence
detectable) and controllable, the Riccati equation (5.19) has a unique
positive-definite steady state solution P [W18]; a simple computation
sh3-:-3 that
P l l 0-a+ 2+1	 0
P	 =	 2	 (5.33)0	 P22	 0	 -S+	 +I
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Thus, in steady-state, the augmented linear system (5.24), (5.31) is
time-invariant. Now consider the eigenvalues of (5.31) in steady-state:
,	 1
a-Y-P 11 = a-y-(-a+ a2+1) = y- a2+1
l
^ f
Consequently, the augmented linear system is also asymptotically stable
and controllable in steady-state. Let the conditional covariance matrix
of the augmented state R (t), n(t)] given z t be denoted by S(t). Then
the Riccati equation satisfied by S(t) has a unique positive--definite
steady--state solution S (notice that Sllrp11 and S22=p22)•
.i
The steady-state Kalman-Bucy filter [.I1] for the augmented system
(5.24), (5.31) is easily computed to be
ii	
dtl(tlt)	 -a	 0	 0	 0l(tlt)	 P
dE 2 (t1t)	 0 -S	 0	 0	 P2(tit)	 o	 P22 dvl(t)
at +
dT1 (t^t)	 0	 1 -Y- a2+1	 0	 n l (t ^ t)	 0	 S23 dv2(t)
dtj 2 (tl t)	 1	 0	 0	 -Y- 52+1 n 2 (tl t)	 S14 0
(5.34)
where
_	 P11P22	 _	 P11P22
514 - P11P22+(a-S+Y)P22+1 	 S23 P11P22+(B-a+Y)Pll+l
(here Pll and P22 are defined in (5.33)). The conditional expectation
[(tIt) is computed according to
dR(tIt) = [-Y i^(tjt) + Zl (tItA 2 (tIt)]dt + n'(tlt)Pdv(t)
x(010) = 0	 (5.35)
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which is a nonlinear, time-invariant equation. The steady-state optimal
filter is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
k	 We note that the stability of the original Linear system is not
F
necessary for the existence of the steady state optimal filter in this
example; in fact, a weaker sufficient condition is the detectability
[W1$] of the linear system (5.24), (5.26) and the positivity of y in
(5.25). The generalisation of this result to other systems is presently
being investigated.
The basic technique in Example 5.1 and in the .proof of Theorems
5.1 and 5.2 is the augmen ;:ation of the state of the original system with
the processes which are required in the nonlinear filtering equation.
For the classes of systems considered here, we prove that only a finite
number of additional states are required. An alternate interpretation
is that we need only compute a finite number of the smoothed statistics
I
of
^" f
S	 I
5.3 Finite Dimensional Estimators for Bilinear Systems
In this section we will use the results of the previous section
and some results from Lie theory o rove that the optimal estimatorsY	 P	 P
for certain bilinear systems are finite dimensional. We note here that
as early as 1965, Kalman [KlO] conjectured: "It might be that algebraic
methods, reminiscent of the way in which Lie groups are used to study
nonlinear differential equations, will give us the first explicit,
nontrivial, nonlinear filters." The results of this section will show
that Kalman was, in a sense, correct.
--6g-
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Figure 5.3 Block Diagram of the Steady—State Optimal Filter For Example 5.1
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Consider the system described by (5.1), (5.3), and
N
X(t) _ (AO +	 Ci(t)Ai)X(t); X(0) = 1 	 (5.36)
i=1
where X(t) is a kxk matrix. We will explicitly use the structure of the
Lie algebra _ {A1,...,AN}LA and the ideal Y in .T generated by
{Al,...,AN} in the determination of finite dimensional estimators.
Theorem 5.3: Consider the system described by (5.1), (5.3), and
(5.36), and assume that 90 is  nilpotent (see Appendix A). Then the
conditional expectation X (tlt) can be computed with a finite dimensional
system of nonlinear stochastic differential equations driven by the
innovations dv(t) A dz(t) - H(t)Z(tlt)dt.
..
It can easily be shown that if -O is nilpotent, then 9 is solvable;
however, the converse is not true. Hence, .T is always solvable in
Theorem 5.3.
{ Notice that the mod considered in Theorem 5.3 is the same as theel con	 r
strapdown navigation model of Section 4.2. However, in the navigation
model 9= SO(3) is not solvable (in fact, it is'simple), so Theorem 5.3
does not apply. Suboptimal estimation techniques which can be applied
E
to the navigation problem are discussed in S6< 1.tion 5.4.
Theorem 5.3 is proved via a series of lemmas which reduce the
estimation problem to the case in which .0 is a particular nilpotent
Lie algebra. The first lemma generalizes a result of Willsky [W4],
Brackett [Bl], and Krener [K61 (the proof is analogous and will be
omitted).
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Lemma 5.3: Consider the system (5.1),	 (5.3),	 (5.36), and define
a
the kxlc matrix-valued process
-A t.	
{{I
i 	 Y(t) = e	
0	
X(t)
3
'^4r
Then there .exists a deterministic matrix-valued function D(t) such that
_
;.a
Y satisfiesi
!	 M
}	 Y (t) - Hiyi (t) Y(t) .' Y(0) = I	 (5.37)
where {H12 ... , HM} is a basis for^O and
y (t) = D(t)E(t) 	 (5.38)
I
i
In addition, K can be computed according to
A 0 t
j X(tlt) = e	 i(tit)	 (5.39)
5
Lemma 5.3 enables us, without Loss of generality, to examine the
!	 estimation problem for Y(t) evolving on the normal subgroup G O = {exp 9?0}G,
rather than for X(t) evolving on the full Lie group G = {exp _T}G .	 Thus
we need only consider the case in which A O = 0 and 9 _ 2is nilpotent
in order to prove Theorem 5.3. j
y
By means of Lemma A . 2, the problem can be further reduced to the
consideration of Lie algebras in nilpotent canonical form (see equation
Lemma 5.4: Consider the system (5.1),	 (5.3),	 (5.36), where An = 0
and .T is r-Upotent.	 Then there exists a (possibly complex-valued) non-
singular matrix P such that
-71- ^?'.
X(t^t} = P-1Y(tlt)P	 (5.40)
where Y satisfies (5.37) and iHl,...,HM} are in nilpotent canonical
form.
F
1
Proof: According to Lemma A.2, there exists a nonsingular matrix P
such that P 9 P-1 is in nilpotent canonical form. If we define
Hi = PAiP-1 , then X(t) = P-1Y(t)P, where Y satisfies (5.37). Hence
X(tlt) = PY(tlt)P -1
 and the lemma is proved.
rr
s`-
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Finally, by means of the following trivial lemma, we reduce the
problem to the consideration of one block in the nilpotent canonical
form.
Lemma 5.5: Consider the system (5.1), (5.3), (5.36), where A 0 = 0
and {A1 , .... A,} are in nilpotent canonical form. Then X(t) has a block
diagonal form conformable with that of {Al,...,AN"
Let gn(m) denote the Lie algebra of upper triangular mxm matrices
with equal diagonal elements. Then Lemma 5.5 implies that the bilinear
system (5.36) can be viewed as the "direct sum" of a number of decoupled
k.-dimensional subsystems
N
xi (t)	 i(t)AI Xj (t); X3 (o) = Ii=1
where AV ---,AN belong to gn(ka }, Hence Theorem 5.3 will be established
when we prove the following lemma.
4
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Lemma 5.6: Consider the system (5.1), (5.3), (5.36), where A O = 0
and {Al,...,AN} s gn(k). Then each element of the solution X(t) of
(5.36) can be expressed in the form
N	 t
exp ^ ai f
i= 1	 0
ys) ds Ti (t) (5.41)
where q is a finite Volterra series in C with separable kernels. Hence,
Theorem 5.1 implies that X(tit) can be computed with a finite dimensional
system of nonlinear stochastic differential equations.
Proof: Since {Al,...,AN} e gn(k), the bilinear equation (5.36) can
be rewritten in the form
X (t )	 aJi(t) I +	 ^i(t)Bi X(t)	 (5.42)
(j=j	 - i-1
where a  are constants, I denotes the kxk identity matrix, and Bl,...,BN
are strictly upper triangular (zero on the diagonal). It is easy to
show that
N	 t
X(t) = exp	 aii(s)ds Y(t)
i^l
	 0
where Y satisfies
N
Y(t) =	 &i(t)Bi Y(t); Y(0) = I	 (5.43)
i= 1
Since the {B z.} are strictly upper triangular, the solution of (5.43) can
be written as a finite Peano-Baker (Volterra) series [B25], and each
	
element of X(t) can be expressed in the form (5.41).	 N
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Theorem 5.3 can be generalized to include certain time-varying
bilinear systems; the proof is identical.
"A
!	 Theorem 5.4: Consider the system described by (5.1),	 (5.3) and
X{t)	 _ [A0
 (t)+i(t)Ai]X(t); X(0) = 1	 (5.44)
i=1 F r	 1
Let	 _ {Al , ... ,A, AO (t}	 ( T^ t) }, and let .T.0 be the ideal in	 generated
by {A1,...,AN}.	 Assume that 9.0 is nilpotent.	 When X(tlt) can be computed
with a finite dimensional system of nonlinear stochastic differential
equations.
s
We note that if A0 (t)is tune-varying, the nilpotency of 9,0 does
not imply that 9P is solvable.	 Hence, in contrast to Theorem 5.3, X(t)
r"	 in Theorem 5.4 need not evolve on a solvable Lie group.
The following example illustrates h-"w Hirschorn's bilinearization
K	 technique (see Chapter 2) can be used to place the series interconnection
F
of two bilinear systems in the framework of Theorem 5.3.
Example 5.2: Consider the series interconnection of two bilinear
systems described by [H2] 3
<9
k
1 (t)_ [AO + 1 (t)A1 f 2 (t)A2 Ix1 (t);	 x1 (0)= x10	 (5.45)
k(t)_ [BO + Cx1 (t)B1 Ix2 (t);	 x2 (0) = x20	 (5.46)2
where xl ER3 , x2ER3 , C = [0,1,1], and
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1 1 0	 0 1 0	 0 0 1
	
AO = 0 1 0	 Al = 0 0 1	 A2 = 0 0 0
	0 0 0	 0 0 0	 0 0 0
(5.47)
	0 1 0	 0 0 0
	
BO = 0 0 0	 Bl = 0 0 1
	0 0 0	 0 0 0
Hirschorn shows that the system (5.45)-(5.46) can be bilinearized--i.e.,
there exists an 8x8 matrix bilinear system
X(t) _ [ F0 + yt)F1 + ^2(t)F2]X(t); X(0) = I	 (5.48)
such that y (t) = [xi (t.) , x2 (t) ]' is given by
Y(t) = [ 16	 0]X(t)	 Y(0)	 (5.49)
Y 3 (G)y6 (0)  
Y2(0)y6(0)
In addition, 9 = (FO , F11) F2}LA is nilpotent. Thus in this case the
bilinearization of (5.45)-(5.46) is accomplished merely by augmenting
the state y; the augmented system is in fact bilinear. If the initial
state y(0) is assumed to be independent of &l (t) and E 2 (t) for all t,
then
L
y(t1t) = 116 	0]X(tlt)	 E[y(0)]	 (5.50)
E[Y3(0)Y6(0)7
E[y2(0)Y6(0)]
Since .W is nilpotent, Theorem 5.3 implies that X(tit), and hence y(tlt),
tb	 x1	 'th	 f' 't d'me .;anal f;ltraI	 are eompu a e w	 a an y c a n
r^	 r
1	 '
This is a very sample example, the results of which could also have
been obtained by solving (5.45)-(5.46) explicitly and applying Theorem
5.1. In general, one must be careful in applying techniques such as
bilinearization to estimation problems. Notice that the action (5.49)
of X(t) on y(0) is linear in X(t); if it had been nonlinear (as is the
case for a general bilinearisation problem [H2]), the method would not
have worked. Also, recall from Section 2.1 that the Lie group G(D)
associated with the nonlinear system (see equation (2.9)) may not have
a matrix representation; in such cases, the procedure of Example 3.2
cannot be used.
t'
i
.b
.r-
.t
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5.4 General. Linear-Analytic 5 stems----Subo timal Estimators
In this section we present an example to demonstrate that the
results of the previous sections cannot be generalized to much larger
classes of systems; in fact, we will show that Theorem 5.3 cannot even
be generalized to the case in which 9 is solvable, but BPD
 is not nil-
potent. We will then present a suboptimal estimation procedure for
linear--analytic systems driven by colored noise.
Example 5.3: Consider the estimation of X with observations z, as
described in (5.1),(5.3), (5.36), in which 2. is the most elementary
1
I
.a
yl(t}	 t	 n(T,0
e	
f 
^ 2 (T) e	 dT
x(t) =	 0	 y3(t)
	
(5.52)
0	 e
where
t	 T
1 (T , t) = f	 l (a)da +	 3(a)d6	 (5.53)
T	 0
and
t
Yi (t)	 r Ci (a)da	 (5.54)
0
Using the characteristic function (5.20), we see that
t	 t
Xll (tIt) = exPlYx(tIt) + 2	 P11(ol,Q290do'Zd6l] (5.55)
0 0
t ('t
X22 (tIt) = exp LY3 (t[t) +1J	 P33(aVCT2,t)da2dcrl] (5.56)
0 0
Thus the only difficulty is in the computation of X 12 (t[t). But
X^ ^	 !	
t
( t l t ) -	 Et[^ (T)erl(T ' t) IdT	 (5.57)
0
and, by Lemma D.1,
Et I 2(T)en(T,t)] = I ^2 (T lt) + a(T,t)]-
t	 T^
• expL f Z l (Qlt)da +^ Z 3 (GIt)dff + S(T,t)]
T	 0 (5.58)
where
t	 T
a (T,t) =	 P12(a,T,t)da + r P 32 (cf,-[,t)3a
	 (5.59)
T	 0
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T	 i
t	 t
BCT,t) 
= 2 f f 
p ll Ca l ,o2 ,t)d"2 dcr l+ 2 f r^ P{Q1 , 2,t}dQ2drr1
T T
	 0 0
t	 T
+ f f P 13 (a 1
,o2 ,t)da2do 1 	(5.60)
T 0
After substituting (5.58) into (5.57), it is clear that X 12 (tit) cannot
t	 be computed with a finite dimensional system of equations; i.e., we must
,.•-'
	
	
compute an infinite number of smoothed functionals of ^. Thus even the
least complicated non-nilpotent case does not fit into the framework of
7
s
4.:
`` s
the previous sections.
For the system of Example 5.3 and for other nonlinear systems which
require infinite dimensional optimal estimators, implementable suboptimal
estimators must be designed. A general suboptimal estimation procedure
 ri
;II
	
is suggested by the finite dimensional estimators developed in this
-I	 chapter. Consider the system (5.1)--(5.3), and assume that the linear-
analytic system (5.2) admits a Volterra series representation. Brockett
[B25] shows that the Volterra kernels of a linear-analytic realization
I	
are necessarily separable. It is clear from Theorem 5.1 that a finite	 3
I	 dimensional suboptimal estimator for x(tit) can be constructed by
s
truncating the Volterra series after a finite number of terms and
computing the conditional expectation of the resulting finite Volterra
series. Notice, however, that the dimension of the estimator increases
rapidly with the number of terms retained.
As an example of this procedure, consider the strapdown inertial
navigation system of Section 4.2, as described by (4.1), (4.3), and
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and (4.4). Since (4.1) evolves on the simple Lie group 50(3), which is
^
not even solvable, the computation of X(tit) requires an infinite
dimensional estimator. The Volterra expansion of (4.1) is given by
the Peano--Baker series [B8]
a, I	
3	 t
X(t) = l -	 R 	 ^i(o1)dcr1
	
i=1	 0
A,
3	 3	 t ^
+	 RiRj r	 Ei (CF
	
(a2)d62da
	
... (5.61)
	
i=l j=1	 0 0
A suboptimal filter for the constrained least-squares estimate (see
i
Section 4.2) is obtained by truncating the series after N terms and
I
computing the conditional expectation X(tjt) of this finite series;
X(tjt) is an approximation to the true conditional expectation X(tjt).
The finite dimensional approximation to the constrained least--squares
estimate is (see (4.22))
X(tit) = X(t{t)[=K(tjt)'X(tjt)]- 1/2 	 (5.62)
An analogous suboptimal estimator can also be designed for a strapdown
inertial navigation system using quaternions (see Section 4.3).
In the next chapter, we present another class of suboptimal
estimators which are derived by means of some concepts from harmonic
analysis.
^,.-
i
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CHAPTER 6
THE USE OF HARMONIC ANALYSIS
IN SUBOPTIMAL FILTER DESIGN
6.1 Introduction
in this chapter we will study the bilinear system.-linear measurement
estimation problem discussed at the end of Chapter 2. As discussed there,
the equations (2.30) for the computation of the conditional moments of x
are coupled, and thus represent an infinite dimensional estimator for
^X(tft). The purpose of this chapter is the design of suboptimal estima-
tors in the case that the bilinear system evolves on a compact Lie group
or homogeneous space.
The technique for suboptimal filter design developed here involves
the use of harmonic analysis on the appropriate Lie group or homogeneous
space (see Appendix B); thus we will explicitly take into account the
structure of the system. Several authors have used a similar approach
for systems defined. on the circle S 1 [B93, [B141, [B193, [M93, [W63.
a
Our approach is a generalization of that of Willsky [W63, whose work
I
will be summarized in the next section. The technique of this chapter
is also related to the generalized least-sgpare approximation method of
Center [Cl].
The basic approach involves the definition of an "assumed density"
form for the conditional density of x(t) given observations up to time
t (see Chapter 1). Our method differs from most previous assumed density
approximations in that our approximation is defined on the appropriate
compact manifold (as opposed to Gaussian approximations, for example,
f
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which are defined on Rn ). The assumed density will be defined by an
^E
expansion in terms of the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator
on the manifold (see Section B.4).
i	 The use of harmonic analysis will be motivated by a phase-tracking
} example of Willsky [W6] in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we discuss the
general problem and show that we need only consider systems evolving on
the special orthogonal group SO(n) and the n--sphere S n. Section 6.4
contains the application of the technique to systems evolving on Sn,
while Section 6.5 contains the application to systems on SO(n).
6.2 A Phase Tracking Problem on S1
i
II
	
	We first discuss a phase tracking problem studied by Bucy, et al,
[B9], and Willsky [W6], in which the phase 0 and the observation z are
described by
de (t) = mcdt + q1/2 (t) dw(t), 0(0) = 00
	
(6.1)
dz(t) = sin 6(t) dt + r 1/2 (t) dv(t)	 (6.2)
where v and w are independent standard Brownian motion processes in-
,
dependent of the random initial phase 60 . We wish to estimate 0(t) mod27
given z t , and we take as our optimal estimation criterion the minimiza-
tion of
j
E[(1-cos(6(t) - 0(t))I z(s), 0 < s < t]	 (6.3)
i Noting that we are essentially tracking a point on the unit circle
S 1 (a Lie group), we reformulate the problem in Cartesian coordinates.
Let
x1 = sin 0(t),	 x2 = cos 6(t)	 (6.4)
Then
dxI (t)	
-q(t) dt/2	 Wcdt + q 1/2 (t) dw(t) x1(t)
dx2 (t)	 --(WCdt + q1/2 	 (t) dw(O' .. 	-q(t) dt/2 x2(t)
(6.S)
t	 dz (t) = xl (t) dt + r1/2 (t) dv (t) (6.6)
.^•"	 1	 which are of the bilinear process -- linear measurement type discussed in
^F
Chapters 2 and 4.
In Cartesian coordinates our estimation problem is to choose an
estimate (xl (t),
 R2 (0)on the unit circle - i.e., such that
3i (t) + x2 (t) = 1 (6.7)
s
If we use the least squares criterion
`	
J = 2 E[(xI (t) - x1 (t)) 2 + (x2 (t) - x2 (t)) 2 Jz(s), 0 < s < t]
(6.8)
subject to (6.7), or equivalent',.y subject to
Y
R1 (t)= sin 6(t),	 i2 (t)= cos 6(t) (6.9)
our criterion reduces to
J = E[l - cos	 (6(t) - 6(t))Jz(s),	 0 < s < t] (6.10)
Thus (6.10) represents a constrained least-squares criterion of the type
discussed in Chapter 4.
	
One can show [B9],	 [W6] that
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j
(XI(t1t), R2(tit))
(xl {t}, ^2(t)) _ 
^SL2
	 + k2(tIt)
or
x (t [ t)
0(t) = tan 	 (6.12)
x2 (t t)
where
xi (tIt) = E[xi (t)Iz(s), 0 < s < t]	 (6.13)
Referring to Figure 6.1 we can see the geometric significance of
this criterion. One can show that
P(t)xi(t1t) + x2(t It) < 1	 (6.14)
and the quantity P(t) is a measure of our confidence in our estimate.
Specifically, if 6 is a normal random variable with variance 'y, then
(see [W21, [W61)
P = [E(sin 0)] Z + [E(cos 0) 	 e--Y/2	 (6.15)
so y = 0 (perfect knowledge of E)==>P = 1
and y = - (no I.cnowledge) ==>P = 0.
As discussed in [B91 and [W6], the optimal (constrained least-
squares) filter is described •as follows. The conditional probability
density of 6 given {z(s), 0 < s < t} may be expanded in the Fourier
series (notice that the trigonometric polynomials are eigenfunctions
of the Laplacian on S1)
+m
P(0 , t) _ ^ cn(t) 
ein0	 (6.16)
n=—
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f	 i
a^ ^
t^
-^
'e'
r	 :.
,':
r •..:
r
where
ti
cn (t) A 2Tr E (e ine (t) l z (s) , 0 < s < t j
bn (t) - ian (t)	 (6.17)
^, 1
	
Then the optimal filter is given by
2
dcn (t) = -[inwc + n2 q(t)]cn(t)dt
t
,[cn-1(t)-cn+l( t)
2i
6(t) = tan-
 1(aI(t)/bl(t))
dz(t)+2wIm(cl(t))dt
i 2ncn(t)Im(cl(t))	
r(t)
(6.18)
(6.19)
Since co - 2^ and c
_n W c* (where * denotes the complex conjugate),
we need only solve (6.18) for n > 1. The structure of the optimal filter
deserves further comment [W61 (see Figure 6.2). The filter consists of
an infinite bank of filters, the n th of which is essentially a damped
oscillator, with oscillator fre quency nw 
c
, together with nonlinear
couplings to the other filters and to the receivEd signal. Notice,
however, that the equation for c  is coupled only to the filters for cl,
cn-1 , and 
cn+1' This fact will play an important part in our approx-
imation.
In order to construct a finite-dimensional suboptimal filter, we
wish to approximate the conditioi.al density (6.16) by a density
determined by a finite set of parameters. Several examples
1
,^
r:
^,
,,	 ,
_^
k^
,;
';
^	 ^	 ^^	 ^	 ^
0	 I	 ^_
^j
n ^ .^
i
1
.a
...-.^
of "assumed density" approximations for this problem are discussed in
[W2], [W6], but we will concentrate on one that involves the assumption
that p(8, t) is a folded normal density with mode in(t) and "variance"
y(t):
P(8, t) = 2^ I e-n
2^y(t)/2 e in(8-n(t)) . F($; n( t ), YM)
n
(6.20)
The folded normal density is the solution of the standard diffusion
equation on the circle (i.e., it is the density for S  Brownian motion
processes) and is as important a density on S  as the normal is on Rl;
we will discuss this point in more detail in the next section.
i
	
	
In this case, if c 1 has been computed and if p(8, t) satisfies
(6.20) then 
cN+l can be computed (for any N) from the equation
cI3+1 W
_ 
(27) 
(N+l) 2-11 ell
	
c1
N (N+I) (N+1)
(6.21)
Thus we can truncate the bank of filters described by (6.18) by ap-
proximating 
cN+l by (6.21) and substituting this approximation into the
equation for cN . This was done for N=1 in [W6], and the resulting
Fourier coefficient filter (FCF) was compared to a phase-lock loop and
to the Gustafson-Speyer "state-dependent noise filter" (SDNF) [G2]. The
FCF performed consistently better than the other systems, although the
SDNF performance was quite close.
6.3 The General Problem
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to the study of the
estimation problem for the following systems, which are generalizations
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of the phase tracking problem. The first system consists of t l-e bi-
linear state equation
N	 N
dX(t) = [AO + 2
	
Qij(t)AlA.]X(t)dt + '^" A1X(t)dwz(t)
i, j=l	 i^l
	
"	 (6.22)
with linear measurements
dzl (t) = X(t)h(t)dt + R1/2 (t)dv(t)
	
(6.23)
where X(t) and {A i} are nxn matrices, zl (t) is a p--vector, w is a Wiener
	
`	 process with strength Q(t) > 0, v is a standard Wiener process independent
of w, and R > 0. More general linear measurements can obviously be con-
sidered, but for simplicity of notation we restrict our attention to 	
c-
(6.23), which arises in the star tracking example of Chapter 4. We also
assume that the Lie rou G = {exp —W}G is compact; hence, Theorem B.3 	 y.
implies that there is a symmetric positive definite matrix P such that,
for all t,
X' (t)PX(t) = P	 (6.24)
S
4
In addition, it is shown in [D5] that this is true if and only if
i
A'P + PA = 0
	
for all A e.?
	
(6.25)
In particular {A01 Al ,..., Ad satisfy (6.25).
Another way to derive (6.24) from (6.25) is through the use of
Ito's differential rule [JI], [W8]. Assuming that {AO' Al'" .,A
satisfy (6.25), we see that
1
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n
x
i'
yr
N
dX'PX = X'[(AD + 2
	
QijA!A!)P + P(A0 + 2
i,j=1
I	 N
+	 X'(A1P + PAi)Xdwi
N
IQijAiAj)}Xdt
i, j=l
i=1
^y1
N
+	 "^'	 Q..X'A'. PA'. Xdt	 (6.26)
i,1i i'j-1 ^•	 '^
' The last term in (6.26) is the correction term from Ito's differential
rule (it is computed using the rule dwi (t)dw.(t) = Qi .(t)dt).	 The
3	 J
identity (6.25) implies that d(X'PX) = 0; hence, if X'(0)PX(0) = P, then
X'(t)PX(t) = P for all t.
The second system consists of the bilinear state equation
_a
,. N	 N
dx(t) =	 [A0 + 2	 Qij{t)AiAj	 x(t}dt +	 Aix(t)dwi(t)
i , j=l i=I
(6.27)
with linear measurements
sI dz2(t) = H(t)x(t)dt + R1/2 (t)dv(t)	 (6.28)
where x(t) is an n-vector, {Ai} are nxn matrices, and z 25 v, and w are
as above.	 We assume that x evolves on a compact_ homogeneous space.
The solution of (6.28) is
I x(t) = X(t)x(0)	 (6.29)
where X satisfies (6.22) with X(0) = I. 	 Since x evolves on a compact
Aomogeneous space, X must evolve on a compact Lie group; thus X(t)
satisfies	 (6.24)
	
for all t and {A0 , Al ,..., A,} satisfy (6.25).	 Then
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x'(t)Px(t) = x 1 (0)x'(t)PX(t)x(0) = x'(0)Px(0) (6.30)
4
4
so the homogeneous space on which x evolves is of the form x'Px = constant.
This conclusion could also be reached by using Ito's differential rule and
(6.25) as above.
o;	 I
lie now show that we need only consider systems evolving on the Lie
-
group SO(n) Q {X E Rn'IX'X = I} and the homogeneous space
t'
Sn	 fx E e lx'x = I}, the n--sphere.	 First consider X satisfying (6.22)
and (6.24), and define Y by
Y(t) = PI/2X(t)P
-112
(6.31)
Then Y satisfies (6.22), but now Y'(t)Y(t) = I and
A'.	 + A.	 0	 i = O,l,...,N (6.32) i
... and g
X(tIt) = P-/2Y(tlt)Pljz (6.33)
So the estimation problem. for X is solved if we can solve the problem 5
s
for Y evolving on SO(3).
7
Similarly, if x satisfies (6.27) and (6.30), we define
E y (t) = P1/2X(t) (6.34)
Then y satisfies (6.27) and (6.32), and
Y' (t ) y (t) = y ' (0 )Y(0 ) (6.35)
Thus y evolves on SL 	 if jjy(0)jj	 = y'(0)y(0) = 1.	 The estimate R(t!t)
can be computed according to
X(t t) = P--1/2,Y (t t) (6.36)
4
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Because of the above analysis, we will limit our discussions in this
chapter to systems evolving on SOW and Sn--i.e., we will assume that
{AO , Al,..., AN} satisfy (6.32) (they are skew-symmetric).
The underlying probability space for the estimation problem (6.22)-
(6.23) on SO(n) is taken to be (0, ,9 , P) , where 0 is the space of
continuous functions from [0, Tj to SO(n), g is the Borel 6-algebra for
Q, and P is a measure on the space of continuous functions [D23, [W8].
The probability space for (6.27)-(6.28) on S  is defined analogously.
The estimation criterion which we will use for these two systems
is the constrained least-squares estimator of Chapter 4. As discussed
in Section 4.2, the optimal estimate for the SO(n) system is
,:.
x(tlt) = R(tlt)[R(tlt)'R(tlt)j -1/2
	
(6.37)
The optimal estimate for the S  system is given by (see Section 4.3)
X-(tlt) _ ^ 2(t t)	 _	 5^(t I t)
(tIt)^X(tIt)	 IIX(tlr)II
(6.38)
Thus in both cases we must compute the conditional expectation of the
state WO or X(t)) given the observations z t = {z(s), 0 < s < 0.
The equations for computing the conditional expectation can, as
discussed in Chapter 2, be derived from the nonlinear filtering equation 	
II
(1.7) and the moment equation (2.20). The resultant equations for the 	 t
SO(n) system (6.22)--(6.23) are
N
dEt [X[vP] (t) ] _ [(A0
	 + 2	 4i^ (t)Ai	A.	 )	 I]Et [Xvp] (t) ]dt[p]	 i,j=1	 [p]	 [p]
+{gt [Xvpl (t)h'(t)X(t) ]-Et[XVP](t) ] h` (t)Et[X(t) ] )R-1(t)dv1(t)
(6.39)
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dvl(t) = dz 1 (t) - X(t't)h(t)dt (6.40)
where @ denotes Kronecker product and X [p] is the vector containing the
	
l
	 elements of the matrix X [p] in lexicographic order [B8, p. 64], [M13,
	
;, r	 p. 91, [B13]. For the Sn system (6.27)-(6.28), we have
*I
dEt[Xlpl(t)] = 
[AO Lp I+ 2
	
	
N Q..(t)Ai[P]A.LplIFt[xLpl(t)]dti,3 =1
+{Et [x Lp l ( t)x' (t) l-Et [xLpl (t) ]Et Lx' (t) ]}Hr (t)R 1 (t) dv2(t)
(6.41)
dv2 (t) = dz 2 (t) -- H(t)x(tlt)dt	 (6.42)
As illustrated in Figure 6.3, the structure of these equations is
quite similar to that of (6.18)---i.e., each estimator consists of an
infinite bank of filters, and the filter for the p th moment is coupled
only to those for the first and (p+1) st moments. Therefore, we are led
to the design of suboptimal estimators. Motivated by the success of
Bucy and Willsky's phase tracking example evolving on S1 , we would like
to design suboptimal estimators for the SO(n) and S  systems using
similar techniques.
We will require one further assumption in order to ensure t:ie
existence of the conditional density. Consider the deterministic
Figure 6.3 Illustrating the Form of the Infinite Dimensional
Optimal Filter (6.41)-(6.42)
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N
X(t) _ [A0 + >' A iui (t) ]X(t)
i=1
(6.44)
f
We call (6.43) controllable on Sn if for every pair of points x0 , x  E Sn
f	 there exists t > 0 and a piecewise continuous control u such that the
+	 solution 7(x0 , u, t) of (6.43) with initial condition x0 satisfies
U(x0 , u, t) = X  [J3], [S6]. Controllability of (6.44) on SO(n) is
{	 defined analogously. It will be assumed in this chapter that (6.43)
+	 and (6.44) are controllable on S  and SO(n), respectively (Brockett
[B4] discusses more explicit criteria for the controllability of these 	 ,L
systems).
For systems defined on S  or SO(n), controllability implies the
property of strong accessibility [S6]. Thus the results of Elliott
=r
[E3] show that, under the assumption of controllability, (6.22) and
(6.27) have smooth transition probability densities (with respect to
the Riemannian measure on S n or the Haar measure on SO(n)--see
t
Appendix B). It is easy to :..cw from the definition of conditional
i
expectation [W$] that, for each wsSZ and each t, the conditional
probability measure P( • +z t )(w) is absolutely continuous with respect 	 l
to the unconditional probability measure P(•). Hence thF. Radon-
r
Nikodym Theorem [R2] implies the existence of the conditional proba-
bility densities p(x, `t) of x(t) given zt , with respect to the
Riemannian measure on Sn or the Haar measure on SO(n).
We now review the notions of Brownian motion and Gaussian den-
sities on Lie groups and homogeneous spaces, which have received
much attention in the literature (see K. Ito [13], Grenander [G4],
McKean [M7], [M8], Stein [S8], and Yosida [Yl]-[Y3]). Yosida [Y3]
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proved that the density p(x, t) of a Brownian motion process on a
Riemannian homogeneous space M with respect to the Riemannian measure
(Haar measure if it is a Lie group) is the fundamental solution of
32 (X, t) - G* 
p (x, t) = 0	 (6.45)at
where G* is the formal adjoint of a differential operator expressible
in local coordinates as
n	
a	
n	 a2
G -
	
fi ax.	 iii ax.ax.
i-1	 x	 i, j=1	 a J
with constant f and Q= Q' > 0. In particular, if G is the Laplace-
,
Beltrami operator (which is self-adjoint [H3]), the fundamental solution
of
ap (x, t)
i	 at	 — yop(x, t) = 0	 (6.46)
where y > 0, is a Brownian motion on M. According to [M13] and [S$],
the fundamental solution of (6.46) is given by
..	
-Ai{t
-t0)Y
p ( x , t ; x0 , t 0 ) = j ^ i Wx i(x0)e
^i^ rr
where a i and 0 i
 are the eigenvalues and the cor responding eigenfunctions
of the Laplace--Beltrami operator (see Section BO. The function
p(x,t; x0 ,t0 ) is the solution to (6.46) with initial condition equal to
the singular distribution concentrated at x = x 0 . Also, Grenander [G4]
defines a Gaussian (normal) density to be the solution of (6.45) for
some t.
The folded normal density F(0;9,y) used by Willsky as an assumed
density approximation for the phase tracking problem is indeed a normal
-95-
it
density on S i in the sense of Grenander [W2]. Motivated by the success
of Willsky's suboptimal filter, we will design suboptimal estimators
for the SO (n) and S  bilinear systems by employing normal assumed
conditional densities of the form
+ -a.y(t)
P(x , t) _	 OiW01(n(t))e	 (6.47)
z
=^ 	 Ii
where TI(t) and y(t) are parameters of the density which are to be
" estimated.
6.4	 Estimation on S 
In this section we will use the suboptimal estimation technique
discussed in the previous section in order to design filters for the S
a
estimation problem (6.27)-(6.28). 	 The optimal constrained least-squares
a
estimator is described by (6.88) and (6.41)--(6.42). 	 We will first r
describe the suboptimal estimator in detail for 5 2 ; then we will discuss
the generalization to Sn .	 The S2 problem is also of importance because
the satellite tracking problem of Section 4.4 is of this form (notice
f
that equation (4.35) has a time--varying drift term; however, this can
'i
be easily handled in the present framework).
In our discussion of estimation on S 2 , we will refer to a point
on S 2 in terms of the Cartesian coordinates x = (xl , x2 , x3) or the
polar coordinates (0,0)	 (see (B.42)).	 The decomposition (8.41) of
homogeneous polynomials of degree n (restricted to S 2) in terms of the
1
spherical harmonics of degree < n implies the existence of a nonsingular
i	
matrix P such that
i
'
I[[
fi
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S
+	
Yn (x)
Px[n] 
-	
Yn-2(x)	 (6.48)
YS (x)
where Y (x) is the (2Z + 1)-vector whose components are the spherical
harmonics {Y 2m21 -Q < m < R) of degree Q(defined in (B.46)--(B.47)) and
6 is zero or one depending on whether n is even or odd. Here the spaces
spanned by YQ (x), Q =$,6 + 2,...,n-2,n are all invariant under the	 ^=
action of SO(3) (this decomposition is related to the classical notions
of contractions and traceless tensors [H5]; see also Brockett [B3]).
Hence the conditional moments Bt[x[p](t)], and consequently the optimal
estimator (6.41), could have been expressed in terms of the "generalized
Fourier coefficients"
27T
	 TT
cQm (t) = r	 Y*Qm(e (t) , c (t) ) p (e, ^, t) sin6 dO#
 
f
0	 0
Bt[Y*Qm(e(t)^(t})]	 (6.49)
Referring to Section B.5, we note that YQm is an eigenfunction of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator 0 2 (defined in (B.45)) with eigenvalue
S
-k(Q + 1). Thus the assumed density approximation is a normal density
2on S of the form (6.47), as discussed in the previous section:
rx
	 In other words, c ^m(t) (as defined in (6.49)) is assumed to be
cP.M(t) = x* 91MCn(t), A(t))e-W.+I)y(t)	 (6.51)
In order to truncate the optimal estimator after the ^x [N]
equation using the assumed density (6.50), we must compute Et N 	 (t)x'(t)],
or equivalently, ^(N+1](tft), in terms of x (p] (tlt), p = 1,2,.».,i^.
However, if X(tlt) is known, so are c10 (t) and c11 (t), and a simple
computation yields
y (t}	 - log 3,a (C10 (t) + 21 cll (t) l 2)
ci0(t}
Cos H (t)
€c10(t) + 21c11(t)121/2
w
	
	
± T Ic11W
sin Y1 (t) =
c20 (t) + 21 ell (t) 1 2 1 
1/2
(6.52)
(6.53)
(6.54)
If c11 (t) = 0, then the density is independent of X(t); otherwise,
eW(t) - c11(t)
- 
cll(t)
Then {cN+l,m' m = -(N+1),..., N+1} can be computed from
(6.55)
cN+I,m (t) ° Y N+l,m (n(t)1 X(t)) e-(N+1) (N+2)Y(t)
m [(N+I-m) 1 2N+3 1/2	 c10(t)
(--1)	 (N+1+^);	 4n	 PN+l,m(c20(t)+21c11(t)l2)172
c*1(t) 
m/2 4^ 2	
2 4 (N+1)(N+2)
C (t}	 3 (c 10(t) + 21c
11 (t)1 ]
11	 I
(6.56)
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Finally, notice that (B.41) and (6.48) imply the existence of a non-
singular matrix P such that
YN+1(X) 
4 +1JPx[NY
1 -1]X[N `
qq!
where YQ is the (2Q+1)--vector with components {Y	 -Q < m < Q1,	 Thus
t x	 (tit) can be computed from {c	 -(N+l) < m < N+11 andN+1,m
(tit).	 The optimal estimator (6.41) is truncated by substituting
s.
this approximation for xx%	(tit) into the equation for R[N](tit).
E
Notice that the entire procedure for truncating the optimal. estimator
can equivalently be performed on the infinite set of coupled equations
for the generalized Fourier coefficients cQm (t), using the approximation j
(6.51).
rr
We note that one can show that
^
-	 Y
oaf f	 X (t I t)	 < 1 -
Et and (see (6.14)-(6.15)} this quantity can be used as a measure of our
confidence in our estimate.	 If x(tlt) satisfies the assumed density
(6.50) ,
x(t It) I1	 = e-Y(t}	 (6.57)
s
1
and we can perform, a similar analysis to that in the S 	 case (see (6.15)).
3
Example 6.1: Suppose that we truncate the optimal S2 estimator (6.41)
after N = 1--i.e., we approximate 	 [21 (tit)using the above approximation.
The resulting suboptimal estimator is (for Q(t) = I)
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I
`x
►
.t
§I
'.
N
dX2(tjt) = [A0 + 2
	
21-R(tIt)dt i
+ P(t)H'(t)R 1 (t)[dz 2 (t)	 -- H(t)X(tlt)dt]	 (6.58)
where the covariance matrix P(t) is given by
Pii (t)	 xi (t ^ t){ 3	 (IX(tIt)II	 - 1)	 - 3
	
(x-(tJt)+	 ( t I t ))II x (t I t )II^	 3
F	 r.^ (6.59)
'
I
for i * j , i ^ k, j 4k, and
P..(t) = xi (tIt)xj (tIt)(jjx(tIt)II — ^)	 (6.60)
for i	 j.	 Notice that, from (6.57),
	 IIR(t l t) II 	 1 implies that the
"variance" y(t) = 0; in fact, if (! A (t I t)II = 1, we see from (6.59)-
(6.60) that the covariance matrix P(t) is identically zero.
	
'Thus if
.r
IIx(tIt) II = 1, this first order suboptimal filter assumes that it has
perfect knowledge of x(t) and disregards the measurements.
r,. (
!
The extension, to Sn of this technique for constructing suboptimal
4	 ^;	 7
{
It estimators is straightforward. 	 The procedure uses the £nherical
'q
s'
harmonics on Su , as defined in Section B.5.	 In polar coordinates, a
point on Sn can be described by (61,62,...,9n_l,^)
	 (B,cp), where
0 < 0. < 7s and 0 <	 < 27.	 Also, the spherical harmonics are denoted
' by
A
yk,(m) (e °	 ) _ Y k,ml , ...	 -1'^ ^), mn l(91,...,en
,
+im	 n-2	 + l (n-k--1)
--	 n-1	 +l	 +l	 28 Cmkk+1)mke	 (sin	 (cos 6k+1)
mk.-mk+1k=0
(6.61)
.	
I
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I
I
Al
5
^	 !	 i
where Q > ml > ... > n-1 > 0 and C. are the Gegenbauer polynomia'3
i
[El] (that is, the functions YQ"(m) satisfy the four properties of 	 3
3
^l
Section B.5). Since Y	 is an eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami9" (m)
j	 operator with eigenvalue -Q(n+k-1), the assumed density approximation
on Sn is
I	 P(M't) _	
YQ' 
(m) (0 ^ ) Y ^ (m) ( ►1(t), A(t))e A'
Q, (m)
r ^	 (6.62)
r
That is, cQ ^ (m) (t)	 Et[Yt,(m)(6(t), c(t))] is assumed to be
y
eQ 
Cm) W = Y*	 MO.,Cm) . , X(t))e-Q(lC+n-
1)Y(t)
	(6.63)
j
	
The procedure for truncating the filter (6.41) is identical to the 	 -
i
`	
S2 case. If ^X(tit) is known, so are cl'(m) (t), and these can be used
to compute y (t) , n (t) , and a (t) . Then {cN+] , (m) (t)} can be computed	 -
[N+l]from (6.63), and x	 (tlt) can be computed from {cN+1,(m)(t)} and
x	 (t1t). The estimator is truncated by substituting this approximate
i
expression for x[+1] (t1t) into the equation (6.41) for x[N](t1t).
6.5 Estimation on SO(n)
In this section we discuss the construction of suboptimal estima-
tors for the SO(n) estimation problem (6.22)-(6.23). Since SO(2) is
isomorphic to the circle S l , the case n=2 was discussed in Section 6.2.
We will first consider the S0(3) problem, the importance of which was
discussed in Chapter 4. Then we will extend the results to SO(n).
Consider the sequence {BQ , Q = 0,1,...} of irreducible unitary
representations of SO(3), as dafined in (B.34)-(B.35). Theorem B.7
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i
s.l	 _
	Y`!	
implies that, for fixed k, the matrix elements {D ; - . Q < m, n <	 aremn
	4	 eigenfunctions of the bi--invariant Laplacian 
ASO
{3) defined in (B.33)
with the same eigenvalue X j ; also, all eigenfunctions of the Laplacian
f	 can be written as linear combination of the {D2 I. Hence, the assumed
I	 mn
density which will be used to truncate the optimal estimator (6.39)-
(6.40) is a normal density on SO(3) of the form (6.47): 	 f
t}'
co	 91	
Q	 k	 -Xiy(t)
p (R,t)	 Dmn(R) DM (n(t ))* e	 (6.64)
L=O m, n=--Q
where R, n (t) c SO (3) and y (t) is a scalar. That is,
-i1 (t) 0 Et [Dmn (n (t))*]	 (6.65)
is assumed to be
!G	
-aQY(t)
cUr1 (t) = DMn (TI (t))* a (6.66)
The procedure for truncating the filter (6.39) is similar to the
^- S 	 case, although we make use of some additional concepts from represent-
°; ation theory.	 If x(t1t) is known, so are {c 	 (t); - l < m, n < 11, since
mn
D l
 is equivalent to the self-representation of SO (3). Define the matrix
CQ (t) with elements cz(t), - X < m, n < 9; then
I
A(t)	 C 1 (t)C1 (t) =	 (D1(n(t))]' [D^ (n(t))]*
-2a Y(t)
e
-2x1Y (t)
= I	 e (6.67)
since D l is unitary (here C is the hermitian transpose of Q. Thus y(t)
can be computed from
Y(t) = - 2h
	 log[-3 tr A(t)]	 (6.68)
1
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I	
,,
r'
I
k
Then the elements of n(t) ca -i be computed from (6.66) and (6.68), since
D1 (n(t)) is similar to D(t). Once y(t) and n(t) have been computed,
{cN+l ; -(N+1) < m,n < N+1} are computed from the formula (6.63).
Mn
J	
i
In order to truncate (6.39) after the N th moment equation, we must
I
approximate Bt[X IN] (t)hl(t)X(t)1; however, this matrix consists of time-
varying deterministic functions multiplying elements of X
X" 
[N+1] (tit),
sap we will show how to approximate this matrix. The symmetrized Kronecker
1 pth power X [p1 operating on the symmetric tensors x p1 such that
ii x[p1 II = fi x ll p = 1 furnishes a representation of SO O) which is
reducible [I151, [M16]. In fact, (B.41) and (6.48) imply that there is
a nonsingular matrix P such that
rp
 (X)	 0
	
PX [p1 P_
I	 (6.69)
0	 X[p-21
The matrix P is related to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (B.38)-(B.39),
but P can also be computed by the method of Gantma.cher [G7, p. 1601. It
is clear from the decomposition (6.69) that X[N+11 (tit) can be computed
N+I 
	
[N-11 is
	
from C(t) and X	 (tit). The optimal estimator (6.39) is truncated
by substituting this approximation into the equation for X[N1(tit).
We note here that, due to the decomposition (6.69), the estimation
equations and the truncation procedure could have been expressed solely
in terms of the irreducible representations D p (X(t)). However, we have
chosen to work with the X [p1 equations primarily for ease of notation.
For large N, the Dp equations would provide significant computational
savings over the X[p] equations, as these are redundant; however, the
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ti
then
practical implementation of this technique will probably be limited to
small values of N.
,I As in the previous section, the extension of this technique to SO(n)
1 ^	 is straightforward. In this case, we make use of the irreducible
representations of SO(n) denoted by D[fl, .... fk]	 D[f], where n = 2k
or n = 2k+1 and If] = IfV " " fkI denotes a Young pattern (see Section
l {	 B.5). Theorem B.7 implies that, for fixed If], the matrix elements
{DQm], 1 < Q,m < ^ Lf] } are eigenfunctions of the bz-invariant Laplacian
on SO(n) with the same eigenvalue X [f] . Thus the assumed density is a
normal density on SO(n) of the form
-^
P(R , t) _
	
Dkm](R)DQM](n(t))* a 	 Lf]
y(t)
(6.70)
If] 	 Q,m
where R, n(t) e SOW and y(t) is a scalar. 	 That is,
c If]	 (t} = E t [DIf](n(t))*] (6.71)km
	
Qm
is assumed to be
—A	 Y(t)If]	 If]c 1f]	 (t) = D	 (n(t))* e
9-M	 XM
(6.72)
If X(tlt) is known, so are {cQ^'0,••.,0](t); 1 < Q,m < al, since
DL1,0,...,0] is just the self-representation of SO(n) (see Section B.5).
If we define the Matrix C l (t) with elements {cR1'0,••.'0](t), 1 < Q,m, < n1,
and y(t) can be computed from
y(t) - - 271i log[ n tr A(t)]	 (6.74)1
Then the elements of n(t) can be computed from (6.72) and (6.74).
In order to truncate the optimal estimator (6.39) after the Nth
moment equation, we approximate X [N+l] (tit) as before. Since the
carrier space of the representation D[p'0,--.101 is spanned by the
spherical harmonics of degree p, the decomposition (B.41) implies that
there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that
D[P,,O,... 
,01(X)
	
0
PX [P]P-1 =	
0	 X[p-2]	
(6.75)
(see 3, ction B.5).
Hence, precisely as in the SO(3) case, we compute
CN+1 (t) 4 {c[N+1,0,...,0](t); 1. < Q m 
< UN	 } from (6.72)£m	 —	 —	 [N+1,0,...,0]
and then compute X[N+1] (t1t) from CN+l (t) and X[N-i](tlt). The optimal
estimator (6.39) is truncated by sabstituting this approximation into
the equation for X[N](tit).
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This thesis has been concerned with estimation and stability for
fJ
	
nonlinear stochastic systems. The basic approach has been the explicit
r	 4 3
utilization of the algebraic and geometric structure of certain classes 	 !
3
of systems. With this approach, it was possible to derive some interesting 	 ;..
conditions for stochastic stability and to design both optimal and sub-
„^.--	 optimal estimators. A detailed summary of the major results is given
below.	
m-
7.1 Summary of Results
First, the stability of bilinear systems driven by colored noise was
considered. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the p th order 'i
stability of bilinear systems evolving on solvable Lie groups were
derived, and several examples were presented. Some approximate methods 	 a
for deriving stability criteria for general bilinear systems driven by
colored noise were discussed, but no definitive results were obtained.
9
J
In order to motivate the discussion of estimation problems and to
demonstrate the applicability of stochastic bilinear models, several
i
practical estimation problems were formulated. These problems involved
the estimation of three-dimensional rotational processes and the tracking
of orbiting satellites. 	 ua
The investigation of estimation problems involved both optimal and
suboptimal estimation. It was first shown that the optimal conditional
mean estimator for certain classes of systems is finite dimensional.
These classes of systems are characterized by linear measurements of a
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a
-A; 1
Gauss-Markov process ^; E then feeds forward into a nonlinear system.
For some nonlinear systems, including those with a finite Volterra series
and certain bilinear systems, it was proved that the optimal estimator is
finite dimensional. However, for general nonlinear systems the optima)
estimator is infinite dimensional, and a suboptimal estimation technique
was presented.
Finally, suboptimal estimation for bilinear systems driven by white
noise was discussed. The theory of harmonic analysis was used to design
suboptimal estimators for bilinear systems evolving on compact Lie groups
and homogeneous spaces. The basic approach involved the assumption of
an assumed density, which was the solution of the heat equation on the
appropriate manifold.
7.2 Suggestions for Future Research
In this section, several topics for future research which are
suggested by the --lork in this thesis are presented.
1) The problem of deriving explicit necessary and sufficient
conditions in terms of Ao , AV ...,AN for the pth order (asymp-
totic) stability of the bilinear system (2.12) driven by white
noise. For example, the derivation of necessary and sufficient
conditions under which (2.12) is p th order stable for all p is
an open problem.
2) The developmEnt of a procedure for bounding :he solution of a
general bilinear system by the solution of one in which f{'is
solvable. This will lead to better conditions for the stability
of bilinear systems driven by colored noise.
3) The -. xtension of the bilinearization and Volterra series
techniques. to nonlint3i systems driven by white noise (see
[K4], [L51). This may permit the application of bilinear
stochastic stability results and the suboptimal estimation
f	 techniques of Chapter 6 to more general nonlinear systems.
4) The evaluation of the suboptimal filters of Chapter 6 by means
of computer simulations. This is presently being done for the
first--order filter of Example 6.1 and the corresponding second-
order filter, for the system (6.27)--(6.28) evolving on S2;
I these filters are being compared with the extended Kalman filter
a	 1
[J1], the Gaussian second-order filter [Jl], and the Gustafson-
Speyer "state-dependent noise filter" [G2]. Unfortunately,
these simulations have not been completed in time for pre-
sentation in this thesis.
5) The use of harmonic analysis in estimation for bilinear systems
driven by colored noise.
6) The application of the various techniques of this thesis to
both deterministic and stochastic control problems. For
example, a procedure analogous to the one developed in Chapter
6 may provide useful suboptimal controllers for certain problems.
'i
y
I
APPENDIX A
A SUMMARY OF RELEVANT RESULTS FROM ALGEBRA AND DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
i^
A.1 Introduction	 .%
In this appendix we summarize the results from the fields of
differential geometry, Lie groups, and Lie algebras which are relevant
to the research in this thesis.	 Proofs and more extensive treatments
c
^.`	 of these subjects may be found in [A2], 	 [B20],	 [C3],	 [G5],	 [H3],	 (A],
[ 51 1,	 [ S 2],	 [W11].
A.2	 Lie Groups and Lie Algebras
The study of general Lie groups and Lie algebras requires concepts _	 ?
from the theory of differentiable manifolds. 	 However, the research in
3
this thesis is primarily concerned with matrix Lie groups and Lie
t	 -^
algebras, and our basic definitions will follow the work of Brockett
[B1] and Willsky [W2].
Let Rnxn
 be the n2-dimensional vector space of nxn matrices with !y
real-valued entries.
Definition A.l: An nxn matrix Lie Algebra ,Pis a subspace of Rn
xn
which has the property that if A and B are in 	 then so is their 3
commutator product,	 [A, B]
	
AB - BA.
We note that the intersection of two Lie algebras is also a Lie
i
algebra, but the union, sum, and commutator of two Lie algebras are not
necessarily Lie algebras.
Definition A.2: Let S be a subset of Rn '.	 The Lie algebra
g;enerat^td by S, denoted {S}LA, is the smallest Lie algebra which
contains S.
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.	 -	 °^
 I 	 2 iDefinition A. 3: A Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra 	 s a subspace
of 9 that is also a Lie algebra. A Lie subalgebra d is an ideal of a?
a
if [A, B] E ,9^ whenever A s 2 and B E.
nxn	
.
Definition A.4: Let T be a set of nonsingular matrices in R
^.1
The matrix Zjoup generated by T, denoted {T}G , is the smallest group	 1
under matrix multiplication which contains T. If S is a subspace of 	 F>"
XTLRa
 , we define the matrix group
AI A	 A
T = {exp S}G = {e	 e 2 ... e p lAi e S, p=0,1,2,...} (A.l)
A matrix group G is called a matrix Lie group if there exists a matrix
Lie algebra _W such that
.
	
	 y
G = {exp
There is then a Lie .lgebra isomorphism between MW and the tangent
space of G at the identity [ Sl]. It has been shown by Brockett [BI]
that if SI ,... , Sp is a collection of subspaces of Rnxn , then
{exp S l ,..., exp Sp }G = {exp{Sl,... , Sp } } G	 (A.2)	 s
The relationship between these concepts and the theory of differ-
entiable manifolds can be explained as follows [BI]. Let 9 be a Lie
algebra. At each point T in {exp	 there is a one--to-one mapping ^T
from a neighborhood of 0 in 2 onto a neighborhood. of T in {exp 9?} G which
is defined by
^T : 9?-{exp^}G, ^ T (L) - eL T	 (A.3)
Since this reap has a smooth inverse, {exp Z is a locally Euclidean
space of dimension equal to the dimension of L. In addition, the set
w1I0-
l'
of maps 0Tl} form a differentiable structure of class CCO on {exp 21
[Wll]. Thus {exp Z G has the structure of a differentiable manifold
[Will.
The analysis of systems defined on manifolds which do not have a
f
Lie group structure leads to the following definitions.
Definition A.5: Let M C Rn be a manifold, and let G be a matrix Lie
xrXgroup in Rn 	We say that G acts on M if for every x E M and every
•"	 T s G, Tx belongs to M; in this case, G is called a Lie transformation
group. The group G acts transitively on M if it acts on M and if for
every pair of points x,y in M, there exists T e G such that Tx = y.
^	
I
If x e M is fixed, then Hx = IT e G,Tx = x} is a subgroup of G called the
isotropy roue at x.
Definition A.6: Let G be a Lie group which acts transitively on a
manifold M. Let x be some (fixed) point in M. Let G/Hx be the set
{THx1T E G} of left cosets modulo Hx. Then there is a di.ffeomorphism
between G/Hx and M, and M is called a homogeneous space (cosec syace)
[will.
A,3 Solvable Nilpotent, and Abelian Groups and Algebras
The definitions and properties of some important classes of Lie
algebras and Lie groups are presented in this and the next section.
Definition A.7 [S1]: A Lie algebra -T is solvable if the derived
series of ideals
.G(0) = g
^p(n+l) , [2(n) , 
-'(n) ] = {[A,B] IA,B e (n) }, n > 0	 (A.4)
terminates in {0}. 9? is nilpotent if the lower central series of ideals
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•	 rP0 =
n+1 =
	 n] = {[A,B] (A E, B E rPn}, n > 0	 (A.5)
terminates in { 0 } . 9? is abelian if 
(1} _ ^1 - {0}. Note that abelian
=> nilpotent =3;, solvable, but none of the reverse implications hold in
t	 general.
j	 Lemma A.l [Sl, p. 2141: A matrix Lie algebra _W is solvable if and
l?'I
only if there exists a (possibly complex-valued) nonsingular matrix P
*	 such that PAP -1 is in upper triangular for} (zero below diagonal) for
all A C2.
Lemma A.2 [S1, p. 224]: A matrix Lie algebra R is nilpotent if and
only if there exists a (possibly complex-valued) nonsingular matrix P
such that, for all A E _W, PAP-1 has the block diagonal form
t ^ IFI (A)
A useful criterion for solvability can be expressed in terms of the
Killing form.
Definition A.8: Let 9 be a matrix Lie algebra. If A, B c 9, the
operators adA:&'-"-T are defined by ad 0A = B, ad AB = adAB = [A,B],
adA+1B = [A, ad B]. If °R is a Lie subalgebra of 9?, we define
adA R = {adA B BcgghThe Killing form of 9 is a symmetric bilinear
form on ^2? given by
K(A,B) = trace(adAo ad3)	 (A. 7)
a
	
	
Theorem A.1 (Cartan's criterion for solvability)[S2]: A Lie algebra
.'is solvable if and only if K(A,B) = 0 for all A and B in the derived
algebra 9(1).
We define the corresponding Lie ;soups as follows.
Definition A.9: The matrix Lie group G = {exp 9?}G is solvable if
X is solvable; G is nilpotent if T is nilpotent; G is abelian if 9 is
abelian.
We note that Definition A.S is equivalent to the usual definition
expressed strictly in terms of properties of the group G[S11.
Aa4 Simple and Semisimple Groups and Algebras
It can easily be shown [521 that the sum of two solvable (nilpotent)
ideals of a Lie algebra .T is solvable (nilpotent). Hence we make the
following definitions [Sl], [S21.
Definition A. 10: Let .QP be a Lie algebra. The radical R of 9 is the
unique maximal solvable ideal of 9 (i.e.,& is the sum of the solvable
ideals of T) .
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r
Definition A. 11: A Lie algebra .21 is semisimple if it has no abelian
i
j	 ideals other than {0}. Thus R is semisimple if and only if its radical
{0}. his simple if it is non-Abelian and has no ideals other than
{0} or 2.
I
The Killing form can also be used to formulate a criterion for
semisimplicity.
I	 -.
Theorem A.2 (Cartan's crite7:i_on for semi.simplicity) [S2]:
A Lie algebra R is semisimple if and only if its Killing form is
non-degenerate (i.e., if A E land K(A,B) = 0 for all'B E2, then A = 0).
Combining the Levi de.-yomposition of an arbitrary Lie algebra and
the complete reducibility of a semisimple Lie algebra, we have the
following theorem [G5].
Theorem A.3: An arbitrary nonsemisimple Lie algebra Rhas a semi-
direct sum. structure
C
(A.8)
where 6? is the radical of -' and Y is a semisimple subalgebra. Further-
more,.Pcan be Mitten as the direct sum of simple subalgebras
'i123+...
(A. 9)
We define the corresponding Lie groups as in the previous section.
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,...	 ,^
` 1	 r
Definition A.12t The matrix Lie group {expRIG is simple (semi-
simple) if T is simple (semi.simple) .
Again, Definition A.12 is equivalent to the usual definition in
term of properties of the group [Sl].
HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON COMPACT LIE GROUPS
B.l Haar Measure and Group Representations
In this section we summarize some facts from the theory of integration
and representations for compact Lie groups. 	 For details see references
i
[C3],
	 [ D4 ],	 JL71e
	
[ S8 ],	 [TI], and	 [H4].
Lemma. B.l: A compact Lie group G has a regular Borel measure 	 (the
Haar measure) satisfying the properties
i	 (1) 'P (G)	 <
(2)	 (Left invariance) ji (gE) = II(E) 
for any g E G and Borel set E C G
(3)	 (Right invariance) u(Eg) _ 't(E) y
for any g E G and Borel set E C G
We assume henceforth that the Haar measure is normalized so that
a
J dp (g) = 1; dp(g) will also be denoted dg. 	 This normalized bi-invariant
1
G
imeasure is unique.
	
We now turn to the representations of compact Lie
groups.
{
Definition B.l: Let G be a Lie group and V a (real or complex)
finite-dimensional vector space.	 A finite--dimensional matrix representa-
tion of G is a continuous homomorphism D which maps G into the group of
nonsingular linear transformations on V.	 That is,
( 1) D ( gl) D (g2 )	 D(glg2)	 for gl , g2 E G
(2) D(e) = I, the identity mapping on V, where e is the identity in G
(3) g j->D(g)v is a continuous mapping of G into V for each fixed
v E V. The vector space V is called the carrier space of the
representation.
Definition B.2: The representations D 1 on V I and D2 on V2 are
equivalent representations of G if there is a vector space isomorphism
S : V 1 -} V2 such that D l (g) = S--1_D2 ( g) S for each g s G. A unitary
representation is a representation in which D(g) is a unitary trans-
formation of V for all g e G.
Theorem B.l: Any finite--dimensional representation of a compact Lie
group is equivalent to a unitary representation.
.Suppose that Dl and D2 are representations of a compact Lie group G
on vector spaces V1 and V2 , respectively. Then we can construct other
useful representations as follows.
Definition B.3: The direct sum D I (D D2 is the representation on
VI (E) V2 given by (Dl (D D2 )(g)(vl ,v2) = (DI (g)v1 ,D 2 (g)v2) for g s G and
(vl2 v2 ) E Vl +Q V2 . The tensor product representation D l xQ D2 on Vl Q V2
is given by (Dl Q D2 ) (g) (vl Q v2 ) _ (DI (g)v1) Q (D2 ( g) v2 ) . if D l and D2
are matrix representations, then the direct sum is the matrix representa-
tion
DI {
g )	 0
(Dl
 a D2 ) (g) _
0	 D2(g)
and the direct product representation is given by the Kronecker product
DI (&) Q D2 ( g) [B133.
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Definition B.4: A subspace W C V is invariant under the representation
D if, for each w E id and g E G, D (g)w is also in W. A representation D on
V is irreducible if V has no non-trivial D-invariant subspaces, and it is
completely reducible if it is equivalent to a direct sum of irreducible
representations.
'theorem B.2: Any finite-dimensional representation of a compact Lie
group is completely reducible; in fact it is equivalent to a direct sum
of irreducible unitary representations.
Another useful result is proved in [DS].
Theorem B.3: Any finite--dimensional representation D of a compact
Lie group G leaves invariant some positive definite hermitian form
Q(v ,w); i.e.,
Q(D (g)v , D (g )w) = Q(v,w)
	 (B. 1)
If D is a matrix representation and Q(v,w) = v'Qw (where Q is positive
definite), then (B.1) becomes
D (g) Q D (g) = Q	 (B.2)
where D denotes the hermitian transpose of D.
B.2 Schur's Orthogonality Relations
Without loss of generality, we will henceforth consider all finite-
dimensional representations to be matrix representations.
Theorem B.4: Suppose that D l and D2 are inequival.ent irreducible
finite-dimensional unitary representations of a compact Lie group G,
with matrix elements.Dz j (g) and D1^(g) repsectively. Then
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I
f
D im (g) [ Dk(g) ]*dg =
	 SiCRij mtt 	(B. 3)G	 Q
, .
where * denotes complex conjugate, n  is the dimension of D Q (g), and
6i a = 1 if i = j, 
6 i 
= Q elsewhere.
Before proceeding with the Peter-Weyl Theorem, we state a result
which applies Theorem B.4 to the reduction of an arbitrary representation
into a direct sum of irreducible representations.
Definition B.5: The character associated with a matrix representation
of G is the function X defined by
n
X(g) = trace D(g) = I Dii (g)	 (B.4)
Suppose X, X I , and X2 are the characters of the representations D,
r^
"	 - D 1, and Dz , respectively.	 If D(g) = Dl (g) Q D2 (g), then
X(g) = X l (g ) + X 2 (g) (B.5)t.:
If D( g) = Dl(g)	 D2 (g), then
X(g) = X I W X 2 (g). (B.6)
One can also show [T1] that the representations D 1 and DZ are equivalent
if 1	 2and only if X
	
= X
According to Theorem B.Z, any finite dimensional representation D
of the compact Lie group G is equivalent to the direct sum of irreducible
unitary representations
QD(g)
	 D	 (g) (D ... (DD p (g) (B.7)
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3
J^; C
Then by (B.5),
X(g) =X l (g) + ... +X p (g)	 (B. 8)
and hence
!C .
1
^	 Q	 Q
i	 iwhere X s the character of D , X is the character of D, V x is the
Q,	 r
number of times the irreducible representation D 1 occurs in the sum
(B.7), and the summation is over the set of equivalence classes of finite-
dimensional irreducible representations of G. The following corollaries
to Theorem B.4 are immediate.
I
	
	 Corollary B.1: The characters of the irreducible unitary representa-
tions D1 and D2 of the compact Lie group G satisfy
1, if D1 and D2 are equivalentfx1 (g) [x 2 (g) ]*dg W	 (B.10)	 YG	 0, otherwise
Furthermore, if a representation D is decomposed as in (B.7) - (B.9), then
VZi 
= f X(g)[X '" (g) ] *d g	 (B.11)J
G
Corollary B.2: Let D1 and D2 be irreducible representations of the
o
	compact Lie group G. Assume that D1 0 D2 is equivalent to D le ... s Dip ,	 a
where the D are irreducible representations. Then
3
V
	 fXl W X2 (g)[X ( g)]*dg	 (B.12)
G
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i
4^j In the case that G is semisimple, Steinberg [S9],[B20],[J4] gives
an alternate formula for vQ of Corollary B.2.
1'	 z
S.3 The Peter-Weyl Theorem
d +	 In this section we state the major result in harmonic analysis on
compact Lie groups [C3], [D4],[H4],[L7],[S8],[T1],[Wll].
Definition B.6: The representative 211na of a compact Lie group is
the ring generated over the field of complex numbers by the set of all
continuous functions Di 
.7 
which are matrix elements of some unitary
j	 irreducible representation D.
Theorem B.5 (The Peter-Weyl Theorem): Let G be a compact Lie group.
(a) The representative ring is dense in the space of complex-
valued continuous functions on G in the uniform norm. That is, if f is
a continuous function on G, and if c > 0 is given, then there is a
N
 function f it the representative ring such that Jf(g)-f(g)! < e for all
^	 g F_ G
E	 ^
(b) Let A be the set of equivalence classes of finite-dimensional
irreducible representations of G. For each a s	 pick a unitary
representation Da. If f c L (G), define the Fourier coefficient
i
2
fa.	 ff(g)[DC'j(g)1*dg 	 (B.13)
 °;	 {
G	
aThen the set of functions {,In D..) is a complete orthonormal set in
a 17
L2 (G); i.e., we have the Parseval identity
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I
}
rL2
 (G) y (D Ha (B.15)
I
n
f jaII f I! ' °	 I£(g)I2dg	
l "r—
	
aj 1 2 	(B. 14)
G	 ctcA i, j=1
tahere n
Ct 
is defined in Theorem B.4.
The sum in (B.14) is defined in [R2, p. 84]; notice that (B.14)
iaimplies that the set of all a such that f ij 0 0 for some i and j is at
most countable.
The Peter-Weyl Theorem thus yields the direct sum decomposition
where Ha denotes the vector space spanned by the (n	 functionsa) 2
.^	 f
a(Dij ;	 i,j=l,... ,na}.
-
B.4
	
The Laplacian
The Laplacian on a compact Lie group is closely connected with the
'	 theory of harmonic analysis presented in the previcus sections.
f
j
Theorem B.6 [58, p.	 351: Let G be a compact Lie group.	 There exists
a second-order differential operator © on G (the Laplacian), such that
(a) Q is bi-invariant; i.e., for all
7
f E C (G) and h e G,
A(Rhf) = Rh (Af) (B. 16)
3
A(Lhf) = Lh (Af) (B.17)
where Rh is the right translation defined by (Rhf)(g) = f(gh), and Lh is
the left translation (Lhf)(g) = f(h 1g);
(b) A is elliptic;
(c) D is formally self-adjoint; i.e., COfor any fl , f2 c C (G)
L!
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f
f l (g) [Af2 (g ) I *dg	
f 
[AfI (g) ] f2* (g) dg
G	 G
(d) q maps constant functions to zero.
If G is a compact matrix Lie group and {Al ..... AM} is a basis for
the Lie algebra of G, then the Laplacian can be expressed in the form
Nq
 E
Q Di j iD i
i,j=1
(B.18)
where 0 is a symmetric positive definite matrix and the differential
operators Di are defined as follows: let f be a function on the group G;
then we define for g e G
(Dif)(g)
	 dt f((exp (Ai t))' g)f	 (B.19)
t=0
We note that the Laplacian i.s not necessarily unique; however, it
is unique if G is simple [S8, p, 36]. We will subsequently work with a
single differential operator q on G satisfying Theorem B.6; however, a
different choice of Q in (B.18) will define an equally valid Laplacian.
It can be shown that q is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on G
`	 corresponding to a suitably defined bi-invariant Riemannian metric on
G (see [H3], [S8], [W11]). A Riemannian metric on a manifold M is a
smooth choice of a positive definite inner product <, > on the tangent
m
space Mm at each point m e M. If 0: m } (xl (m),...,xn(m)) is a co-
ordinate system valid on an open set TJ C M, we define the functions
gij P g^a , g on U by
i
i
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t
n
rgi' (m) = < 
aXZ 
l 1);- 1
e  
>m
m	 m
(B.20)
	
Af= 1	 (^ giiV -g ax. )
	y ^
	 y J	 7i
a (B.23)
n
1k
gij (m) g (m) _ Pik
]=1
g(m) = ldet (gij(m))I
(B. 21)
(B.22)
Then the Laplace--Beltrami operator in terms of local coordinates is
The next theorem relates the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian to
the representative ring.
Theorem B.7 [S8, 2. 401_ jWll, P. 257 1: Let C be a compact Lie
group, and let Ha be defined as in equation (B.15). Then each function
^ E Ha is an eigenfunc:tion of the bi-invariant Laplacian 6, and all ^ s Ha
have the same eigenvalue Aa . Conversely, each eigenfunction ^ of the
Laplacian is an element of the representative ring.
Hence, harmonic analysis on a compact Lie group can be performed
either in terms of the representative ring or the eigenfunctions of the
bi-invariant Laplacian, since these two sets of functions are the same.
B.5 Harmonic Analysis on SO(n) and Sn
In this section we discuss the application of the results of the
previous sections to the special orthogonal group SO(n) and the n -sphere Sn.
The results for SO(3) and S 2 will be discussed in detail.
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The Lie group SO(n) is defined by
SO(n) _ {X a O 'l X'X = Y, det X = + 11 	 (B.24)
The theory of representations of SO(n) is discussed in [B23], [H5], [H6],
[J5], [0], [M16]. We will present only a brief summary of the subject;
l	 _
'al
the reader is referred to the references for details. Each irreducible
i
representation of SO(n) can be characterized by a set of k integers
(where n = 2k + 1 if n is odd, and n = 2k if n is even). This set of
c
k integers can be either the highest weight (1) _ (A l , .... X ) (see [B20],
j	 [B23], [H6]) or the Young pattern [f] _ I f	 where fi > fi+l
and f. > 0L9] [M16]). The two notions are related b
i —	
(see [R51,
   [J5],
   [
	 ^	 Y
'i
- f	 F	 for i = 1,...,k-1i+l
ak = fk	 (B.25)
^, I
We denote an irreducible representation corresponding to (X) or If by
a
D (^ } or D [f] ; the dimension of D (^ } is denoted by nN 	 and is computed
in [B23], [H5]. For X E SO(n), the representation D(1'0'••-'0} (X) - X
is called the self-representation.
3
Given a matrix representation D of SO(n), Theorem B.2 states that
.	 1there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that, for g E SO(n)
D ( g) = P (D	 (g)& ...(DD(+ D p (g) ) P	 (B.26)
where the {D	 } are irreducible representations. It is often necessary
to compute the transformation matrix P; in particular, one must sometimes
:"	 a
decompose the tensor product of two representations. Consider the tensor
product D {d) 	 D{ic} of two unitary irreducible representations. The
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fi
number of times v2 that the irreducible representation D 	 occurs in
i
the decomposition of D W Q D (k) can be calculated from the highest
weights, the Young tableaux, or the characters via (B.12); the result
is the Clebsch-Gordan series [B20], [d5], [L9], [X16}
D(j) (S)D (k)
 z (DD a	 (B.27)
The elements of the matrix which transforms D (3) x) D (k) into the direct	 s
sum (B.27) can also be computed [J5], [L9]; these elements are known as
the Clebsch--Gordan, Wigner, or vector coupling coefficients.
Now we consider the special case SO(3). Any matrix R in SO(3) has
an Euler angle representation of the form [T1]
R = zO)x(OWO	 (B.28)	 -
where
cosh -sink	 0	 1	 0	 D
Z () = sink	 cosh 	 0	 X(e) = 0	 cose -sine
0	 0	 1	 0	 sine	 Cosa
(B.29)
and the Euler as les 	 0, IP have the domain 0 < 	 2fr, 0 < e < V,
0 < IP <21T. The element of SO(3) with the representation (B.28) will be
F
denoted by R(O, e,	 or just (^, e,) •	 ;;: ;
In the Euler angle coordinates, the bi-invariant Riemannian metric
on SO(3) is given by [B22]
) 2 = de2 + # + 2cosedop + d*2	(B. 30)
(B. 31)
i.e., the matrix g of (B.2O) is given by
-	 1	 0	 COs e
V gC^, 6,) =	 0	 1	 0
I	
cosh 0	 1
j	 The (unnormalized) Haar measure is thus
ar
d}i (^, 0, t^) _ v/1 det g do dOd* = siuOd^dOd	 (B. 32)
t^	 t :,	 r?
- .----4
	
	 The bi-invariant Laplace-Beltrami operator corresponding to the metric
(B.30) is given by [B221 u • r
2	 2	 2
^'	 = 1	 a (sing a ) +	 (a - 2 cos0 8 + a )
so(3)
	
sin8 ae	 as	 sin 26 ac 2	 app	 3$
(8.33)
For SO(3), notice that n = 3 and is = 1; thus the highest weights
and Young tableaux, and hence the irreducible representations, are
characterized by a single integer. Talman [TI] computes a sequence
D (^, 6,}, Q = 0,1,..., of unitary irreducible representations of
5O(3); its matrix elements are given by
DZ	 0, ) 
= im—n zmc d 	 (0)e zn^	
(8.34)	
aIMI
s
where
a
Q	 t [ (Q+m) ! (P.-m) ! (Q+n) ! (Q--n) ! ] 1/2
dTM CO) —	 (—^ }	 (9.+m— t) ! (t4n—m) ! t ! (k—n— t)!t
. ens
2Q+m-n-2t (0) sin	 G2)
r 	 (B. 35)
2 
for —Q<m, n <Q.
-12 7—
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•	 i
r	 Here t is summed over all nonnegati.ve integers such that the arguments
of the factorial functions in (B.35) are nonnegative; i.e.,
m--n < t < Q + m,	 0 < t < k - n
In fact, these are (up to equivalence) all of the irreducible represent-
ations of SO(3).	 The Peter--Weyl Theorem yields the decomposition f
L2 (SO(3))	 15H(B.36)Q c
where H^ is the vector space spanned by the (22+1) 2 functions
{D9 ; m, n = -Y. ... ,k) • ,
a 1
The Clebsch-Gordan series for SO(3) is given by [H4, p. 135],
[T1,	 p.	 116 1
J+k
DJ xODk 	 D	 D^	 (B.37)
-	 f,= l j -k l
The elements of the matrix which transforms DJ 0 Dk into the direct
sum (B.37) are defined as follows JTl, p. 1181.	 Assume that
De r	 $^) Dnrm(^	 n (^'a	 s
(jk	 Q '^	 j	 k	 f
r	 t	 r	 DZ r	 (^,	 6,	 )(2k+l) m n n► 	 np	 P	 P ^PQePpPr
(B.38)i
where lj-kJ < R < j+k and _Q, < p,p' < Q, and	 denotes complex conjugate.
k
	
Q
The coefficients
	
(known as the 3-j, Clebsch-Gordan, or vector
(j
m n	 p
coupling coefficients) are given by
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s
a
(
jk
	
	 1 2j-k+n (j+k^-%) ! (k+j-j ) ! (k+j-k) ! (Q,+p) ! (k--p) !	 /2
m n p = (- }	 (j+k+R.+l) ! (j+m) ! (j-m) ! (k+n.) ! (k-n) ►
l t	 (Q+j -n-t) ! (k+n+t) !   
t (-) (Z+p-t) ! (t+k-j-p) !t ! (k-k+j-t) I	 (B.39)
,^ f
where the sum is over integral values of t such that the arguments of
the factorial functions in (B.39) are nonnegative. These coefficients
are widely used by physicists [W19], and are tabulated in LB241.
^.I
	
^•""' !	 The n-sphere Sn = {x a Rn lx'x = 11 is diffeomorphic to the homo-
geneous space SO(n)/SO(n-l). Harmonic analysis on S  is studied in
_terms of the spherical harmonics .',4],x	 I	 LR1), [513j, [T1], (VII. Let
denote the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree Z on Rn+1
(i.e., f(cxl,...,cxn+1) - c^f(xl,...,Xn+1)). Then the space HQ of
spherical harmonics of degree Q on Sn can be characterized in the
following equivalent ways:	 y
(1) the restriction to Sn of the subspace jV 
_ {f E - A n+l f - 01
R
of harmonic homogeneous polynomials, where
	
b	 n 2
n+1
	
a 
2	 (B.40)
R	 i=l ax.
(2) the restriction to Sn of the subspace of ^R which is orthogonal 	 y
to the subspace {(x 2 +...+ x 2 )f(x ,...,x )If	 °^ }l	 (each of thesen	 Z-2
subspaces is invariant under the action of SO(n+1)).
3 the irreducible subs ace of L (S n ) which is the carriers ace( )	 P	 2	 P
of the irreducible representation of SO(n+l) of highest weight (k,O,...,0)
(this representation is obtained by reducing the representation [H(X)f](x) =
f(X lx), where X E SO(n+l), x E S n , f E L2(5n));
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1
i
E
(4) the eigenspace of the SO(n+l)-invariant Laplacian A n on S 
S
with eigenvalue -Q (n-l+Z) .
Property (2) implies that each f z 	 has a unique expansion
2j
1k:	 f	 I I I x l 1 2' fy.-2j 	 (B. 41)
3=0
where 
fQ-23 E -	
and Lti is the largest integer < t (Brockett [B3]
also discusses this point). One can show [D4, p. 1091 that the span of
H Q=1 2 ... is dense in the space of continuous functions on S  and
P.
in Lp (Sn), I < p < m. Notice also that, using property (3) and the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for SO(n+l), we can write the product of
two spherical harmonics as a linear combination of spherical. harmonics.
Now we turn to the 2-sphere S 2 . Any point (xl , x2 , x3) on S 2 can
be expressed in the polar coordinates (8,^), where 0 < 0 < 7,
0 < ^ < 27r, by defining
xl = cos0; x2 
= 
sine cosh; x3 = sin g sink
	 (B. 42)
Notice that the point (0,c) on S2 can be viewed as the cosec {(^, 0, ^),
#e[0, 27)}. In polar coordinates, the Riemannian metric invariant under
the action of SO(3) is
(ds) 2 = d92 + sin 2a d0 2 	(B.43)
and the corresponding Riemannian measure is
du(6 ,f) = sin6 dOd^	 (B.44)
i,i
ti
e:
2
a
^S2 sins ^ {sins ke) + sine	
2	 (B.45)
a,
Since functions on S 2 can be viewed as functions on S0(3) which are
independent of ^, the Laplace--Beltrami operator L 2 can also be obtainedS
from 
ASQ(3) (see (B.33)) by setting a = 0.
We now consider the spherical harmonics on S 2 . The normalized
spherical harmonics of degree Q are defined by [TI]
M (Q--m) ! (2Q+1) I/2YQm (8 ^^) _ ('I) (Q+m) !	 4^ ]	 PQm(coso) a imp	 (B.46)
YQ" _m (e m = (-I)m Y*zm (e10 	 (B.47)
for Q= 0,1,... and m = O,I,.,. , Q, where PRm (cose) are the associated
Legendre functions. These functions satisfy the four properties of
spherical harmonics listed above. In particular, property (3) implies
that [TI]
I/2YQm ( 0 M = [17—P 	 D o ( + 2, 0, 0)*
APPENDIX C
	
'.'	 THE FUBINI THEOREM FOR CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION
i
	
i	 a
Many of the proofs in Chapter S and Appendix D require the interchange
of the operations of conditional expectation and integration with respect
to time. In this appendix we will prove a theorem which justifies this
interchange under certain hypotheses. 	 + '
r
i
Let X be a random variable defined on a probability space (Q,,F P),
" 	 and assume that the expected value E[X] is well-defined. Let .F' be a
sub-G field ofd.'
	
j	 $
Definition C.1 [W8]: The conditional expectation 	 X = E[X']
is P--almost surely uniquely defined by the following two conditions:
(a) E 	 is measurable with respect to F'
rr
(b) Let IA denote the indicator function of the set A. Then
E[IAE X] = E[IAX] for all A E 6"'	 (C.1)
We will first need the usual Fubini theorem [R2].
Lemma C.1 (Fubini's Theorem): Let (52., ,}i.), i = 1,2, be o-finite
measure spaces, let pl x 2 be the product measure defined on .F x 9,. i
Also, if h: Q1 x 02 -} R, define the sections hW 02 R and h  : SZ1 -} R
by
'	 hW (w2) = h(wl , w2 )	 for w2 E 2	 (C.2)
1
hW (wl) = h (wl ,w2 )	 for wl E 921	(C.3)
2
t -132-
I&,  1
(a) If h: 01 x Q -} R ie ^ x 9--measurable and ^1 x 112-integrable,
	
then hw 	2 4- R is u 2-integrable for P 1-almost.all w12 and h 	 ^1 } R
	
1	 2
is 111-integrable for 11 2-almost all w2 . Furthermore, the functions
W
w1 } f wh du g and w2 -}fo
l h w djl2	 1 	 1
defined 111-almost everywhere and 112-almost everywhere, are p1--integrable
and 11 2-integrable, respectively, and
f	 ,a
A
,r
c
hd (u1 x 	 =f (,! hw dp l) dij =f (,! hw dp 2 ) dpl01x 02	 R2 91 2	 SZl n2 l
(C.4)
(b) If h: 2 x Q -^ R is 1 x z measurable and	
(f
21 hw I dp ) d1i
0 1	 2 1
is finite, then h is P  x 112 integrable, and thus the conclusions of (a)
hold.
Theorem C.1 (Fuhini Theorem for Conditional Expectation): Let {SZ,, P)
be a probability space and consider the measure space ([O,t],63, m), where
t is finite and m is the Lebesgue measure on the o--field of Borel sets in
[O,t]. Let	 ' be a sub-a field of	 Assume that
1
(a) f:[ 0, t] x Q 4- R is 63 x 9-measurable
(b) E^ [f]:[0,t] x 2 -} R is 0x 9-measurable
t(c)f { r IA (w) ! f s (w) j dP (w)) ds is finite for all A e ^F' .
0	
SZ
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F^
^i
j^
2
Then
j  tt Ei	 [fs(W)]ds = E	 [f fW (s)ds]	 (C.5)
0	 C
(P-almost surely).
I	 _
9
Proof: Since E	 [fW (s)] is 6r'-measurable, it follows that i
I	 f E 'F T U (s)Ids is m'-measurable. Thus, by Definition C.1, we need
Q
only show that, for all A E`,
'l
t
= E[IA M f fw(s)dsI
0
r
Equations (C.7) and (C.12) are just the definition of expectation,
while (C.10) follows from the definition of conditional expectation.
Equation (C.8) is due to the fact that IA (w)is independent of t. Since
the product of two measurable functions is measurable [R2], the integrands
in (C.8) and (C.10) are °& x Sr-measurable.  Thus the application of
Lemma C.1 (b) to (C.10) yields (C.11), because of assumption (c). Notice
	
ip
.1
that
t
J( rIA(w)(E` [fs(w)]^dP(w))dsf 
t<(w)f O	 Q
3
.,	 t
*4 '	 = r fiA(w) fs (m) I dP (w) }ds <
	 (C. 13)J0	 SZ
q.	 5
Hence, 'Lemma C.1 (b) also implies (C.9).
A similar result holds for the interchange of conditional expectation
with multiple integrals over ([O,t]x...x[O,t ], W x...x -T, mx...xm).
n	 .,
It can easily be shown that the application of this theorem is
justified in Chapter S and Appendix D, since the integrands are just
products of Gaussian random processes.
ii
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APPENDIX D
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 5.1 AND 5.2
j	 D.1 PreliminarX Results
In this section we present some preliminary results which are
i
crucial in the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. The first lemma follows
--	 easily from some identities of Miller [1411].
Lemma D.l: Let x = [xl,...,xk]' be a Gaussian random vector with
mean m, covariance matrix P, and characteristic function M x. Then, if
Q < k,
M (u ,..., ) - {E .. EI'jE.
aul...au 	 x 1	 L'k	 1•	 Q 1j 2 ^ 3	 3Q
Im
a
1 2Pj 3 4 5	 X-* -
where
	
	
(D.1)
k
E = im. -	 unP.	 (D.2)	 3
n--1
and the sums in (D.1) are over all possible combinations of pairs of the
Q i , i=1,. ..,Q}. Also,
.4
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..,
	
.
E	 k-1
	
E[x1x2 ...xk] = E[xk]E[xlx2 ... xk-1 ] +	 Pkj E[x. xj ...X.	 I
	
j 1=1	 1	 2 3	 k-1
(D. 3a)
s
	
f i	 - E[x1 ... xi]E[x
i+l
...xk ] + 1PjlP1i+lE
[x3 2 ...X 
]E[x^i^2...xjz
	
^.
+
 ^P. Q
	
	
P.	 E[x. ...	 ...x I+ ...	 r
3	 3	 J	 J	 !C.l i+l 2 +2
	 X. ]E[x
3	 x	 +3	 k
(D.3b)	
r .,, t,
= ml ... m
k 
+ 1pi ] ...mj
	
13 2 3	 k	 +
3
+	 P,	 P.	 m. ...m. + (D. 3c)
J lj 2 33j[^ J$	 3k
where the sums in (D.3b, c) are defined as in (D.1); also, in (D.3b),
	
r^	 {ja, a = 1,...,i} is a permutation of {1,...,i} and U 	 a	 i+l,...,k}	 '+
is a permutation of { i+1,...,k}.
In the remainder of this appendix it will be assumed that and z
i
are Gauss-Markov processes satisfying (5.1) and (5.3), respectively. We
now define classes of random processes which occur as the j th order term
i
in a Volterra series expansion in E with separable kernels (--e Section
5.1), and we prove some lemmas relating these to other relevant processes.
Definition D.l: The space Aj of Volterra terms of order j is the
'	 vector space over R consisting of all scalar-valued random processes X
of the form
N
Aj (t) _	 y0(t)a3 (t)
	 (D.4)
	
k	 i=1
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I	 z.
t.<
^F i
^	 1
where
al ...foj-^. y^(^l)...y(r^.)^k6l}...^k(4)dff1...dff
0 	 0 	 J J	 l,i	 3,i J
	
J
(D.5)
I	 where for each i,[	 ,...,	 } are not necessarily distinct elementsk 	 kj ^i
'a +
	
	 of ^, and {y P, are locally bounded, piecewise continuous, deterministic
functions of time. We denote by A  the space of all processes
A tit) = E[Aj (t)(z t l, where aj s Aj.
ri
i
The next lemma, which is due to Brockett [B27], shows that terms of
the form (5.9) with i < j (more integrals than Ck's) are in fact elements
of A..
Lemma D.2: Let & satisfy (5.1), and consider the scalar-valued
process
_	 t	 Q	 ff_
l ...	 J-1 y1(ff1)...y. (ff.)Ek (ffm )... Ck. (am.)da,...dff
0 00 J J	 l	 Z	 ^	 z	
j
(D.6)
where y  are as in Definition D.1, 
n	
mQ for n 9, and i < j. Then
D e Ai.
Proof; It is easy to show using the construction of Brockett [B25,
Theorem 4] that fl(t) has a realization as a time-varying bilinear system
i
x(t) = A(t)x(t) + k (t)BQ(t)x(t)	 (D.7)
Q=l Q
Ti (t) = x I W
	 (D. 8)
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le..
where A(t) and {Bk (t)} are strictly upper triangular matrices. The
Volterra series for (D.7) can be expressed via the Peano-Baker series
(B25], and the Volterra series is finite because A(t) and {B
9.
(t)) are
upper triangular. In fact, because the original expression (D.6) con-
	
++f l
	
Ti(t) = xl (t) will contain only an ith order term
tains only the product of i components of E, the Volterra expansion of
	
1
	
TI (t) =	
t	
cl...	 i
_l I YQ (a )... YQ(CY	 (^ }...	 (6.) da ...d6.I l	 i i nl 1 	 En. i 1	 z0 a
	 k=ls
(D.9)
where {n,, Q = 1,...,i} is a permutation of the {k V X = 1,...,i} of
(D.6). Hence	 Ai.
Recall that the conditional cross--covariance P(ffV aV
 t) (defined in
(5.13)) was shown to be nonrandom in Lemma 5.1; it can be computed from
Kwakernaak's equations (5.17)-(5.19). The following lemma shows that
Pij ((Y1 ,CF22 t) is a separable kernel.
Lemma D.3: P ii (a1 ,ff2 ,t) is a separable kernel; i.e., it can be
	
h
	 expressed in the form
PiJ (61 5a2 2 t ) =
	 Y 
k 
W Yk (CY )Yk (az }	 (D.10)
k=1
Proof: Assume cy1
 < e2 < t. Then it follows from (5.17) that, for
arbitrary real numbers a, R, and 6,
fl
+i
-i
a-^
a
fi
'	 P(c1,62,t) = P(a l )T I (a,61 ) [T' (,32 ,a)-^ Y' (T,a) H ' (T) R l(T)H(T)T(T,6^)dT•P(62)
r	
_ f tT' (T,a)H' (r)R l (T)H(T)T(-r,6)d-r-T(S,cs 2 )P(CY ]
A(Ql ) IB(Cr 	+ C(t)D(a2 ) ]	 (D.11)
Hence, if ei denotes the ith unit vector in Rn , it is obvious from (D.11) 	 t?.-4
that	 ^. 1
^ 	 Pik 0 1 562 ,t) - ei P(Q1,62,t)ei	 •(A 12) J
has the form (D.10) for some functions{yQ(t)}.	 .s
i
3,	 .1
The next lemma proves that certa^m processes which occur in the
i t
proof of 'Theorem 5.1 are elements of A..
Lemma D.4: Let	 satisfy (5.1), and consider the scalar-valued
process
^r	
t 61	
^, -1
b
f13 0	 0	
nln2 ml m2	
nQ_1n mk-1 mt
. Yl (a1) ... y^ (Cr Ek (61) ... ^k (ai ) dCFl ... dcy 	n
I	 1	 3	 ^.:
(D.13)
where the mi are arbitrary integers in {1,...,i} and Pn. 
n. 
are arbitrary
1l 2	 1
elements of P. Then D e AV
rl
Proof: Since we have shown in Lemma D.3 that P 	 (a	 ' Cr	 ,t) is	 3':
m.
i1 12	 z 1	 3.2
y	 ^
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I
a separable kernel, the kernel of the integral. (D.13) is also a separable
kernel. Hence D E A..J
Lemma D.4 implies that if	 can be computed with a finitej (t1t)
dimensional estimator for all A, e A., then ^(tft)	 (where D is defined
J	 J
by (D.13)) is also "finite dimensionally computable" (FDC).
i	 )
D.2	 Proofs of Theorems 5,1 and 5.2
The proofs of these two theorems are almost identical.
	
We will
prove Theorem 5.1; then we will explain how this proof is modified to
prove Theorem 5.2.
Proof of Theorem 5.1: As stated in Section 5.2, we consider the
j th order Volterra term
. t 	 a .
TI	 =	 J -1 y(a)...y.(e.)•
	 (a ) ...	 (a No —dall 	 JJkl	 1	 k.	 J	 10	 0
(D.14)
I	 The theorem is proved by induction on j, the order of the Volterra
term.	 The proof for j=l is presented in Section 5.2.
	 We now assume
the theorem holds for j < i-1 (i.e., we assume that H [e
	 D(t)] is
FDC, where q E Aj , for j .< i-1) , and prove that it holds for j =i.
'	 The proof is in two steps.
	 We first reduce the problem to the
i
computation of the elements of A i
 (see Definition D.1).	 We then show by
induction that all of the processes in A i can be computed with finite
dimensional estimators.
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(i) We first consider the computation of x(tlt), where
x(t) = e	 n 	 (D.15)
Now
 
CY	 Cy
x(t t) =
	
1 ...	 -1 y1 (Cr 1) ...yi (Cri)
fo, fo	 a
-E [e	 k1(ff1)... k1 {Qi)]da1 ...d6i	(D. 16)	 t
By equation (D.1) and the definition of the characteristic function, it
i
I
I
follows that
t[eQ(t)
Ck (ff1)...k.(ai))
1	 1
E 'z(tIt )+ z ptz (t)
= e	 (a	 (G
.	 r
+	 p	 (a DO , t) S (6 ) .. S (d )+
13 2 m1
 m2 	 j3 m3 	 i 01
j	 (D.17)
where	 SAY
I
S j (gym ) - 'J (a it) + 
P	 (t, am ,t)	 (D.18)1	 a s
	 a ^	 a	 a
and {j a, a = 1,...,i} is a permutation of {ka , a = 1,...,i}.
Equation (D.3) implies that (D.17) can be rewritten as
3
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A	
-
^^, (t)
E 
t [e	 ^k (a1)...Ek.(ai)1
1	 ^
(tit) + 2 P(t) Qe	 QiC {E	 [ gk 	 (a1) ...k. (ai}
i	 ^
? +^PQ^j	 (t ' CF	 : t ) Et [	 (am )...	 j.(am.)Iji	 ml	 2	 2	 i	 z
i
i
+	 P^^ j 	 ( t 'am ,t)PQ}j 	m(t 'a	 ,t) Et [9j 	 (am )... j ^(CF I1	 I	 2	 2	 3	 3
'I
+...^-^PQ,k	 (t,al ,t) ... P(t,(Yi,t)? (D. 19)
1	 1
Hence, Lemmas D.2 and D.4 imply that the computation of A(t{t) involves
only the computation of elements in A j , j=l,...,i.	 However, the in-
'i	 duction hypothesis implies that the elements of AV j=l,...,i-i are
FDC, so we need only prove that the elements of Ai are FDC.
ii)	 Assume that n E Ai iL defined by (D.I4) (where j =i), Then
3
the nonlinear filtering equation (1.7)- (1. 8) for T^I(tjt) is
9
1
d^(t f t )	 = Et [Y 1 (t }Ek 	 (t)X(t)I
1
'{Et [n(t)	 '{t }I-^(tjt)^'(tlt)} H'(t)R 1 (t)dv(t) (D.20)
where
dv(t) = dz(t) - H(t)C(tlt)dt (D.21)
and S
X(t)	
- 	 a2	
... 
fai-1 Y2 (a2) ...'^i(ai)	 rk	 (a2 )...^^ft 2 (oi) da2...dai
 p JO
I
(D.22)
i
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1
r
ti
i	 is an element of A i-1 ; thus, by the induction hypothesis ^(tjt) is FDC.
The first term in (D.20) (the drift term) is (see (D.3a))
	
t Ey l (t ) k (t) A(t)7 	yl (t) k (t,t)A(t,t)
	
1	 1	 d
t22	
0 
oi^1
	
t-yz (t)E	 .,.	
P  ,k.(t,Qi,t)y2(o2) ... yi(oi)
Q=2	 0	 0	 l a	 ryi
I	 r	 r1
t• k ... k	 k	 ... .k dcs 2 ...dffi 	(D.23)	 d
	
2	 Q-1 Q+l
	
i
The first term in (D.23) is FDC by the induction hypothesis, and the
second term, by Lemmas D.2 and D.4, is also FDC (i.e., it is an element
a	
^Of Al-2)
Equation (D.3a) implies that theain term in (D.20) is the row
vector (here P.(tF,t,t) denotes the i th row of p (o,t,t))	 '.
a
Et IT) WV (t} ]-r1( .t l t)Z ` (t l t)
i	
t fl ...
 ¢i_lEyl (crl ) ...yi (cri)
0 
	
fo
I
` kl (6 1 } ... 
kQ-1 (^k--1 } k^+l (aQ+^) ... k^ 
(6i) 
pk^ 
(6^ , t , t) del ... d^k
(D.24)
each element of which, by Lemmas D.2 and D.4, is an element of A i-l . Thus,
by the induction hypothesis, the gain term, and hence the nonlinear equation
(D.20) for 'n(t1t) is FDC. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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Proof of Theorem 5.2: This proof is identical to the proof of
	
', f	 Theorem 5 . 1, except for the computation of the drift term in (D.20),
	
I	 so we will consider only that aspect of the proof. Assume that n is
defined as in (5.9)-- -i.e., n is given by
t	 CY
': ±	 ^l(t) =	 1	
-lCk1(¢m1)...Ck(Qm)yl(ffl)...yj(aj)dal...daj
o
	fc'jfo 	 i a 
(D. 25)
where i > j; we also assume that m l = ... = a = l and m, 0 1 for 0 > a.
In this proof, the induction is on j, the number of integrals in (D.25).
That is, we assume that the theorem is true when n contains < j--1 integrals,
and prove that the theorem holds if n contains j integrals.
EtEyl(t)Ek
I 
(t) ... ^k (t)X(t)]
a
=YI (t)Et [Ek (t) ... ^k (t)A(tf t)1	 a
+yl(t) 2{EtIEZ (t) ... EQ
 (t)]
2	 a
t
•Et1
0	 0 
2...fj-IY2(IJ2)...Yj(ai)P 't 12a+l (t'Ua+l ,t
•CQ 	(Qm	 )...EQ.(Um )da2 ... doh } +...
a+2 a+2	 z a
(D.28)
where {ZI,...,Qa} is a permutation of {k l ,
 
... ,ka} 
and {Qa+l'...'QiI
is a permutation of {lca+l,...,ki}. The first term of (D.28) is FDC
by the induction hypothesis, and the other terms, by Lemmas D.2 and
D.4 and the induction hypothesis, are also FDC. We have also used the
fact that the conditional distribution of C(t) given z  is Gaussian
(Lemma 5.1) in order to conclude that Et Mk (t) ... Ck (01 can beI	 ^ a
computed (via (D.3c)) as a memoryless function of g(t1t) and P(t).
The gain term in (D.26) is also FDC; the proof is identical to that
of Theorem 5.1. Hence n(tlt) is FDC, and Theorem 5.2 is proved.
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